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Abstract
Chapter 1 is the product of joint work with Ferhat Akbas and it provides a behavioral
explanation for monthly negative serial correlation in stock returns. For the first
time in the literature, this work reports that only low momentum stocks experience
monthly negative serial correlation. Using a recently collected dataset, this finding
provides the basis for a behavioral explanation for monthly negative serial correlation.
Chapter 2 uses mean squared error (MSE) criterion to choose the number of
instruments for generalized empirical likelihood (GEL) framework. This is a relevant
problem especially in financial economics and macroeconomics where the number of
instruments can be very large. For the first time in the literature, heteroskedasticity
is explicitly modelled in deriving the terms in higher order MSE. Using the selection
criteria makes GEL estimator more efficient under heteroskedasticity.
Chapter 3 is the product of joint work with Victor Chernozhukov and Konrad
Menzel.This chapter proposes new ways of inference on mean-variance sets in finance
such as Hansen-Jagannathan bounds and Markowitz frontier. In particular standard
set estimation methods with Hausdorff distance give very large confidence regions
which are not very meaningful for testing purposes. On the other hand confidence
regions based on LR-type statistic and wald type statistic provide much tighter con-
fidence bounds. The methodology is also extended to frontiers that use conditional
information efficiently.
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Chapter 1
Momentum, Monthly Reversion
and Theories of Investor
Sentiment1
We document that the negative first-order serial correlation (reversion) in monthly
stock returns is not a market-wide phenomenon as claimed by Jegadeesh [1990]. Low
momentum stocks show strong negative serial correlation whereas high momentum
stocks do not show any significant serial correlation. A strategy that utilizes this
predictability in low momentum stocks provides monthly returns of 1.76% during
1980-2006. Using data from Chan [2003], we analyze the role of reaction to news
in this finding. Low momentum stocks over react to news announcements, whereas
high momentum stocks under react. Therefore, the correction to the news driven
returns in low momentum stocks partially explains the monthly reversion of low mo-
mentum stocks. Our finding is supportive of a version of the investor sentiment model
developed by Daniel et al. [1988].
'This Chapter is the product of joint work with Ferhat Akbas.
1.1 Introduction
Based on Fama [1970], weak-form market efficiency hypothesis is satisfied only if stock
returns cannot be predicted using historical price data. Bondt and Thaler [1985] is one
of the first of a series of important papers that document stock return predictability
which is based on past stock performance. For three to five year intervals they
document a significant negative serial correlation for stock returns. Jegadeesh and
Titman [1993] document positive serial correlation when stock returns are measured
for three to twelve month intervals. This predictability is called momentum. For even
shorter intervals of one week and one month, Lehmann [1990] and Jegadeesh [19901
document significant negative serial correlation.
Since these predictabilities appear to contradict the efficient market hypothesis,
a large number of studies have tried to explain these findings. This literature can
be divided under three headings. Explanations based on risk, explanations based on
behavioral biases and studies that show that these predictabilities cannot be used to
create profitable strategies due to implementation difficulties such as illiquidity and
bid-ask spread.
The main idea of risk based explanations is that the abnormal profits that can
be generated using any of the significant predictabilities are actually nothing more
than a reward for taking certain nondiversifiable risks. Therefore these strategies
do not constitute a free lunch and hence do not contradict with the efficient market
hypothesis. For example Chan [1988], Ball and Kothari [1989] and Zarowin [1990] all
provide risk based explanations for the market anomaly documented by Bondt and
Thaler [1985]. 2 Fama and French [1996] develop three risk factors to control for risks
assumed by various strategies. They document that with the exception of momentum
anomaly most of the reported market anomalies disappear once the risks assumed by
the underlying strategies are taken into consideration.3
A number of behavioral models are developed to explain momentum finding of
2This view is contested by Chopra et al. [1992].
3Fama and French [1996] do not investigate short term negative serial correlation as found by
Lehmann [19901 and Jegadeesh [1990]. In our study, we show that the three Fama-French factors
cannot explain away the profits generated by monthly negative serial correlation.
Jegadeesh and Titman [1993] and long run negative serial correlation finding of Bondt
and Thaler [1985]. Daniel et al. [1988] (hereafter, DHS) presents a model with investor
over confidence about private signals. The result is an under reaction to public news
and over reaction to private signals. Investors in Barberis et al. [1998] (BSV) believe
in either contrarian or trend following forecasting. The resulting equilibrium returns
tend to continuate in the short term and revert in long term. On the empirical side,
Chan et al. [1996] shows that momentum result of Jegadeesh and Titman [1993] can be
explained mostly by under reaction to information such as earnings announcements.
Chan [2003] uses a news dataset to distinguish returns driven by public news and
returns unaccompanied by public news. His results imply that stocks under react to
public news which is in line with DHS model. Zhang [2006] documents that stocks
with greater information uncertainty show stronger momentum which supports the
behavioral explanations of momentum anomaly.
Noticeably, the risk based and behavioral literature mostly focuses on explaining
6-12 month momentum and longer term reversion. In contrast, a significant portion
of the literature about bid-ask spread and illiquidity focuses on weekly and monthly
negative serial correlation of Lehmann [1990] and Jegadeesh [1990]. This is not sur-
prising as the high frequency trading suggested by these short term predictabilities
makes them more vulnerable to transaction cost and illiquidity related criticisms.
Therefore by showing the lack of profitability for these weekly and monthly strate-
gies, one can reconcile these short term predictabilities with Jensen [1978] definition of
market efficiency and Rubinstein and Stephens [2001] definition of minimally rational
markets.4
The literature has been more successful in contesting the profitability of weekly
negative serial correlation compared to the profitability of monthly negative serial
correlation. According to Jegadeesh and Titman [1995b], trading profits documented
by Lehmann [1990] are not significant once the inventory risk is taken into account.
Jegadeesh and Titman [1995b] claims that their results can be extended to monthly
4Both Jensen's and Rubinstein's definition imply that if it is not possible to make profits from a
predictability, than this predictability cannot be considered a market inefficiency.
returns, however their paper does not include an analysis for monthly returns. Sim-
ilarly, Ball et al. [1995] and Conrad et al. [1997] finds that weekly contrarian profits
are not robust to bid-ask bounce. Finally, Avramov et al. [2006] suggest that weekly
and monthly negative serial correlations are illiquidity driven. However, their case is
more convincing for weekly returns than for monthly returns.
Given the inadequate explanations of risk and bid-ask related theories, a behav-
ioral explanation for monthly contrarian profits would be valuable. Lo and MacKinlay
[1990] demonstrated that contrarian profits do not imply over reaction by presenting
an alternative inefficiency that can create contrarian profits. They show that if some
stocks react to common factors with a lag, then even if there is no over reaction there
would be contrarian profits. However, Jegadeesh and Titman [1995a] show that the
contribution of over reaction to contrarian profits is much stronger than the contri-
bution of the alternative lagged reaction inefficiency proposed by Lo and MacKinlay
[1990].
Our paper proposes a behavioral explanation for the monthly over reaction that
leads to significant monthly contrarian profits. The contribution of our paper is three
folds. Our first contribution is to adapt behavioral theories that are created to explain
3-12 month momentum and 3-5 year reversion to explain monthly over reaction.5
Our second contribution is to use momentum as a test variable. Based on standard
terminology in the literature we will describe a stock as high (low) momentum stock
at a particular month, if during the previous 6 months leading up to that month, the
stock provided much higher (lower) returns compared to the market average. One
can consider momentum of a stock as a proxy for over confidence of investors about
private signals6 related to the stock. Therefore analyzing monthly serial correlations
of stocks with different momentums will allow us to test DHS. One can also consider
low and high momentum stocks as stocks which have been receiving a stream of good
news or bad news which would help us test BSV.
5 Chan [2003] also employs same theories to describe short term phenomenon. However, he does
not provide an explanation for monthly negative serial correlation.
6 Given that market is overall net long a stock, on average participants will be more confident
about their information sources after a stock performs very well.
Our third contribution is a direct implication of affirmation of DHS theory which
results in low momentum stocks having a very strong negative monthly serial correla-
tion and high momentum stocks not having any significant monthly serial correlation.
To test the theories we use the news dataset collected by Chan [2003] which allows
us to filter out the situations in which the returns are not public news driven. DHS
claims that public news will be under reacted by confident investors; therefore if self
confidence is an increasing function of momentum, we should see an under reaction
(over reaction) to public news for high (low) momentum stocks. We show that this
is the case. These results when combined with reversion of non-news driven returns
as found in Chan [2003] yields the basic finding of our paper: Low momentum stocks
are the only stocks that show monthly negative serial correlation. Moreover, we show
that unlike claimed by Avramov et al. [2006], monthly negative serial correlation is
not illiquidity driven. On the practical side, this study proposes a trading strategy
that utilizes the fact that low momentum stocks show a very strong negative serial
correlation. Returns from monthly contrarian strategy are on average 1.76% per
month from 1980 to 2006.
Section 1.2 proceeds with the presentation of data and preliminary results. Sec-
tion 1.3 presents our main result which is strong negative monthly serial correlation of
low momentum stocks and insignificant monthly serial correlation of high momentum
stocks. Section 1.4 disaggregates the results of previous section based on public news
driven and non-news driven returns and presents the distinction. Section 1.5 analyzes
the different response of high momentum and low momentum stocks to public news
and implications for behavioral theories. Section 1.6 checks for robustness includ-
ing controlling for the effects of illiquidity, turnover and systemic risk. Section 1.7
concludes.
1.2 Data and Preliminary Results
1.2.1 Data Description
Summary Statistics of the dataset can be found in table 1.1. All of the variables except
the Number of News is obtained from WRDS (Wharton Research Data Services). In
order to avoid survivorship bias we use monthly de-listed returns.
Our proxy for the illiquidity is the Amihud [2002] measure, which is computed
as the absolute price change per dollar of daily trading volume. Monthly turnover is
defined as the dollar trading volume divided by market capitalization as in Avramov
et al. [2006]. Following Jegadeesh and Titman [2001], we exclude stocks with a share
price below $5 at the portfolio formation date to make sure that the results are not
driven by small, illiquid stocks or by the bid-ask bounce.' Our momentum measure
for a stock for month t, is the compounded raw returns for the past six months (from
month t-7 to month t-1) for that stock.8
An important part of our analysis depends on the differentiation between re-
turns that can be associated with public news and returns that seem to be realized
without any important news announcement about the company. To make this differ-
entiation, we use Chan [2003] news dataset.9This dataset covers a random sample of
approximately one-quarter of all CRSP stocks. Chan [2003] tracked news about these
stocks from Dow Jones Interactive Publications Library of past newspapers looking
at only publications with over 500,000 current subscribers. For each stock covered,
the dataset collects the dates at which the stock was mentioned in the headline or
lead paragraph of an article of one of the publications covered. 10
News dataset from Chan [2003] covers 1980-2000 period. All of the other variables
are from 1980 to 2006. Minimum values of company size and turnover turn out to
7 Since dataset from Chan [2003] covers a random sample of approximately one-quarter of all
CRSP stocks, in parts of the analysis where we use this dataset, we did not use any price cutoffs to
avoid insufficient observation problems. The results are robust to different price cutoffs.
8 Our results are similar if we use 3,6 or 12 months to measure momentum. The results for using
alternative definitions of momentum are available upon request.
9 We thank Wesley S. Chan for sharing his dataset.
10 For a more detailed description of the dataset see Chan [2003]
be very close to 0 and this might raise concern about the implementability of the
strategies we propose in this paper. However, in our analysis we show that our
results are not restricted to particular size and turnover quantiles.
1.2.2 Preliminary Results
Our preliminary analysis documents the existence of two widely reported market im-
perfections in our dataset. One of these is the negative first-order serial correlation
(reversal) reported by Jegadeesh [1990]. The other is the momentum effect docu-
mented by Jegadeesh and Titman [1993] which implies positive effect of previous six
month performance on future returns. Before proceeding to the combination of these
two main factors it will be better to see the existence of reversal and momentum
independently in our dataset. Table 1.2 presents portfolio strategies that utilize mo-
mentum and monthly reversal anomalies. Portfolio strategies consist of sorting stocks
into equally weighted decile portfolios based on momentum and monthly stock return
during month t. The reported numbers are time series averages of the performance
of these portfolios during month t+1.
The results at 1.2 clearly indicate that consistent with Jegadeesh [1990] and Je-
gadeesh and Titman [1993] we find a significant negative serial correlation of monthly
returns and momentum. Best performing stocks during month t (P10) under perform
worst performers of the the month (P1) by 2.5% with a t-statistic 7.21 during month
t+1. Also, stocks that has been performing very well during the past six month tend
to continue to over perform stocks that has not been performing well by 1% with
t-statistic of 2.99.
1.3 Monthly Reversion of
High and Low Momentum Stocks
Jegadeesh [1990] suggested that negative serial correlation in monthly stock returns
is a general phenomenon observed across the entire cross-section of stocks. Jegadeesh
[1990] analyzed serial correlation for different size portfolios, however he did not
report any significant difference in the serial correlation coefficient across different
sized stocks other than for the month of January.11
One of the main findings of our study is that monthly serial correlation is not
observed across the entire cross-section of stocks. Low momentum stocks show sig-
nificant negative serial correlation whereas high momentum stocks do not show any
significant correlation. In order to document the asymmetry between high momen-
tum and low momentum stocks we use Fama-MacBeth Regression and portfolio ap-
proaches.
1.3.1 Fama-MacBeth Regressions
In order to see the effect of momentum on monthly reversion, for every month t, we
sort stocks into quintiles based on their momentum. Stocks which are at the bottom
(top) quintile of the market universe based on their momentum are ranked M1 (M5).
Then for stocks within a particular momentum ranking, for every month, we run
cross-sectional regressions:
Rt+l = at + 3,tRt + 02tSIZEt + f 3tBMt + Ct (1)
Where Rt+l is the dividend included return for month t+1, Rt is the dividend included
return for month t, SIZEt is the log of market capitalization at month t and BM is
the log of book to market value at month t (book valuel 2 of equity divided by market
value of equity).
We estimate parameters with monthly cross-sectional regressions for stocks that
are in a particular momentum ranking and use the time series of the estimates to
"For January, Jegadeesh [1990] reports that absolute value of the serial correlation coefficient for
small firms is bigger than the larger firms.
12Book value is computed as in Fama and French [2002] and measured at the most recent fiscal
year-end that precedes the calculation date of market value by at least three months. Book value is
defined as total assets (data 6) minus total liabilities (data 181) plus balance sheet deferred taxes
and investment tax credit (data 35) minus the book value of preferred stock. Depending on data
availability, the book value of preferred stock is based on liquidating value (data 10), redemption
value (data 56), or carrying value (data 130), in order of preferences. We exclude firms with negative
book values.
calculate a final parameter estimate and t-statistic as in Fama and MacBeth [1973]
The coefficients and t-statistics (in parentheses) are presented in Table 1.3. The
striking difference between the monthly serial correlation of low momentum (M1)
and high momentum (M5) stocks reveals itself in these regressions.
Monthly serial correlation for low (high) momentum stocks is -0.049 (-0.003) with
a t-statistic -9.93 (-0.53). We observe from Panel B that, this difference between low
and high momentum stocks is robust to controlling for size and book to market effects.
Moreover a declining pattern in the magnitude of the serial correlation is observable
as one goes from low momentum to high momentum stocks. The conclusion is that
while we observe a strong negative serial correlation for low momentum stocks, this
negative correlation disappears as momentum increases.
1.3.2 Portfolio Returns
To understand the economic significance of these results we also analyzed the returns
of a related portfolio strategy. Following Jegadeesh and Titman [1993] we assign
stocks to portfolios based on certain characteristics such as momentum and monthly
performance. This is a standard approach in finance which is used to reduce the
idiosyncratic noise in our results. At the end of each month t, we sort stocks into
quintiles based on their momentum where M1 denotes the bottom quintile and M5
denotes the top quintile. Independently, we also sort stocks based on their total
(dividends included) returns during month t. Stocks which are at the bottom (top)
quintile based on their month t returns are ranked R1 (R5). This independent sort
implies creation of 25 equally weighted portfolios every month. Then we look at the
time series averages of the month t+1 returns for these portfolios.
Table 1.4 summarizes our findings about the effect of momentum on monthly neg-
ative serial correlation. The results from these portfolio returns confirm our findings
from Fama-MacBeth regressions. Looking at Panel A, one can observe that within
low momentum stocks there is a significant return predictability based on the nega-
tive serial correlation of returns. A monthly contrarian strategy that specializes in
low momentum (Ml) stocks and buys the monthly losers (R1) and sells the monthly
winners (R5) of low momentum stocks has provided monthly returns of 2.06% during
1980-2006 with a t-value of 7.88.13Whereas the same strategy, when applied to high
momentum stocks only provided an insignificant 0.06% monthly return during the
same period.
One could argue that the difference among the high momentum and low momen-
tum stocks might be due to difference in returns at month t. If low momentum makes
the stocks more volatile than the monthly losers and winners for low momentum
stocks are going to have more extreme returns compared to their high momentum
counterparts. In that case, it is possible to expect a higher predictability for low
momentum stocks compared to high momentum stocks even though monthly serial
correlation is uniform across momentum quintiles. However, the results in Table 1.3
do not support this view as low momentum stocks have obviously stronger negative
serial correlation coefficient. Moreover, in Panel B of Table 1.4 we look at the dif-
ference between mean month t returns of monthly performance quintiles for low and
high momentum stocks to see if low momentum stocks show more extremities dur-
ing month t. Low monthly performers of low momentum stocks on average perform
0.76% less than low monthly performers of high momentum stocks with a t-statistic
of 2.3. High monthly performers of low momentum stocks on average perform 0.95%
more than their high momentum counterparts, however this result is not significant.
Even though the results imply that low momentum stocks show more extreme move-
ments, the difference compared to high momentum stocks is simply not large enough
to explain the different behavior of high and low momentum stocks during month
t+1.
1.4 News and No News
In the previous section, we have documented that monthly returns of low momentum
stocks have negative serial correlation whereas we do not observe any significant
predictability for monthly returns of high momentum stocks. In this section, we will
13We will refer to this strategy as low momentum monthly contrarian strategy.
document that a significant driver of this result is the different response of high and
low momentum stocks to public news announcements.
To put the results in this section in context, it is important to mention the relevant
findings of Chan [2003]. To the best of our knowledge Chan [2003] is the first paper
to document the importance of public news for monthly reversion in a large dataset. 14
The focus in Chan [2003] is longer horizons and differently from our study, the role of
momentum in monthly reversion is not investigated. However, Chan [2003] documents
that whether a stock has received public news or not during month t is a key factor
in determining the reversion experienced by the stock during the following month.
For every month t, Chan [2003] separates his data into two groups: Stocks that
were mentioned in the headline or lead paragraph of an article from a publication
with more than 500,000 current subscribers during month t (news stocks) and the re-
maining stocks (no news stocks). He then looks at monthly serial correlation patterns
for these two different groups. Conclusion is that monthly negative serial correlation
is significant for only no news stocks. 15
In order to see the effect of momentum for news and no news groups, we utilized
the news dataset collected by Chan [2003]. To analyze the different response of high
momentum and low momentum stocks to public announcements we will conduct an
analysis which is very similar to that of the previous section. As in Chan [2003] we
will divide stocks into two groups: Stocks that were mentioned in the headlines (news
stocks) based on Chan's dataset and stocks that were not mentioned in the headlines.
After this division, we will repeat the portfolio analysis of subsection 1.3.2 with news
and no news stocks. Every month we sort stocks into quintiles according to their
momentum for both news and no news groups. Independently we also sort both news
and no news stocks based on their monthly performance into three quantiles.16
14Pritamani and Singal [2001] collected daily news stories from the Wall Street Journal and Dow
Jones News Wire for a subset of stocks from 1990 to 1992 where they used strict filters for trading
volume, volatility, size, and price that resulted in a subset of about 1% of the NYSE/AMEX universe.
15Average monthly return for a monthly contrarian strategy is 0.33% with a t-statistic 1.34 for
news stocks compared to 1.83% with a t-statistic 6.92 for no news stocks.
16Since in this analysis, we only have a subset of stocks in CRSP database, we are sorting stocks
into tree quantiles instead of quintiles in order to have adequate number of stocks in our portfolios.
However the results are robust to sorting into quintiles or quartiles.
By looking at the impact of news for low momentum and high momentum stocks
in table 1.5, we can tell a more complete story about monthly mean reversion. Main
finding in Chan [2003] holds here for low momentum (Ml) stocks, where monthly
serial correlation strengthens when there is no news. According to table 1.5 Panel A
and Panel B, a contrarian strategy of going long R1 and short R3 provides a monthly
return of 1.5% for news stocks with low momentum whereas the same strategy pro-
vides 1.9% for no news stocks with low momentum. We have a more different result
for high momentum stocks in which we actually see positive serial correlation for
news stocks. A contrarian strategy of going long R1 and short R3 provides a monthly
return of -0.5% for news stocks with high momentum whereas the same strategy pro-
vides 0.6% for no news stocks with high momentum. All of the returns are significant
at 10% level.
Since Chan [2003] does not differentiate between high momentum and low mo-
mentum stocks, he reports an overall under reaction to news. In table 1.5 Panel B,
different from Chan [2003] results, we actually show that the monthly serial correla-
tion of news stocks depend on these stocks' previous performance. In particular, low
momentum stocks that were mentioned in the media in a given month show negative
serial correlation, whereas high momentum stocks that were mentioned in the media
show positive serial correlation. These results imply over reaction to news for low
momentum stocks and under reaction to news for high momentum stocks. These
results have implications for the existing theories of over reaction and under reaction
to public news. We will go into a more detailed discussion of these results and their
implications in the next section.
Another interesting observation from table 1.5 is the difference in magnitude in
monthly serial correlation for high momentum and low momentum no news stocks.
One can clearly see that among no news stocks as momentum increases, the profit
of the contrarian strategy significantly decreases and low momentum stocks have a
much stronger negative serial correlation compared to high momentum stocks. In
particular, the contrarian strategy yields 1.9% (0.6%) per month with a t statistic of
5.92 (1.71) for low (high) momentum stocks.
Looking at the results in table 1.5, one can have a better understanding of our
findings in section 1.3 where we did not distinguish stocks by public news. When
there is no news, monthly returns show a stronger negative serial correlation for low
momentum stocks compared to high momentum stocks. Moreover, when there is
news; low momentum stocks continue to show negative serial correlation whereas
high momentum stocks show a positive serial correlation. Therefore, when we look
at the returns without differentiating with respect to the existence of news; positive
correlation for high momentum news stocks neutralizes the negative correlation for
high momentum no news stocks and we do not observe any significant predictability
for high momentum stocks.
1.5 Response to News:
Overreaction of Low Momentum and
Under reaction of High Momentum Stocks
Among the behavioral models of DHS and BSV; only the setup of DHS can explain
the above reported discrepancy between low momentum and high momentum stocks.
One of the main goals of DHS is to explain under reaction to news phenomenon. Since
our findings suggest that only high momentum stocks under react to news, original
DHS model cannot explain the findings of our paper. However, DHS model is built
in a way that under reaction to news is a function of how confident the investors are
about their private information sources. If investors are very confident about their
private information, they underestimate the importance of public news announcement
and hence under react to it. In their model, DHS never consider the flip side of this
argument. That is, if investors do not have enough confidence in their own private
information they would overestimate the importance of a news announcement and
would overreach to it. Therefore, if investors believe that their private signals are more
precise than they actually are, they will under react to public information. Whereas if
investors believe that their private signals are less precise than they actually are, they
will over react to public information. Given that investors are on average net long
any particular stock, it is reasonable to assume that after a reasonably long period of
very bad performance (low momentum), investors will have less confidence to their
own private information sources about this stock and will start to put too much
weight in public news announcements which will result in over reaction. Whereas
after a reasonably long period of very good performance (high momentum), investors
will be overly confident about their own private information sources and will start
to underestimate the significance of public news announcements which will result in
under reaction. This is exactly the pattern we observe in our analysis.
DHS also mentions that stock performance can affect the investor confidence.
However, they do this in the context of including biased self attribution in their model.
They model biased self attribution as follows: The confidence of the investors grows
if their private signals prove to be accurate, however it does not fall commensurately
when their private signals prove to be wrong. In our context, this would imply the
following scenario: After high momentum, there is a lot of confidence in private
information resources and hence there is under reaction to public news. On the other
hand, after low momentum, the confidence of the investors does not decline as much
compared to the increase in the confidence of high momentum investors, therefore we
should not see any significant over reaction for low momentum stocks. Given that
in our analysis we find both significant over reaction for low momentum stocks and
significant under reaction for high momentum stocks, we conclude that our findings
do not support the biased self attribution aspect of DHS model.
The results we present has also relevance for the theory presented by BSV. BSV
proposes a model in which the over reaction or under reaction to news depends on
the past performance of the stock, hence our setup enables a direct test of their
model. Their basic idea is based on the assumption that investors do not know
the statistical properties of firms' earnings. In their model, firms' earnings follow a
random walk. However, investors believe that firms' earnings are either positively
or negatively correlated even though they are not sure which one of these is the
correct statistical model. Investors use Bayesian learning to infer about the statistical
properties of firm's earnings. Therefore, after a string of bad news or good news,
investors infer that firm's earnings are positively correlated. This means that when
there is a positive or negative shock during an earnings announcement, investors will
overestimate the impact of earnings for future firm value as they think that there
is a positive correlation between this quarters earnings and next quarters earnings.
This will cause an over reaction to the earnings announcement. However, if lately
stock received conflicting news and earnings surprises, investors will infer that firm's
consecutive earnings are negatively correlated. This will create an under reaction to
the earnings announcement.
Therefore, the basic implication of BSV model for our case is as follows. After high
momentum (M5) and low momentum (Ml) we should see an over reaction to news,
whereas if there is no significant momentum (M3), we should see an under reaction.
However, the results we present in table 1.5 panel A contradict this prediction. BSV
predicts that if one follows a monthly contrarian strategy for stocks that received
news coverage during a particular month; one should observe that high momentum
and low momentum contrarian strategy profits should be positive whereas for stocks
that have no significant previous momentum, contrarian strategy profits should be
negative. Instead of this, we see an almost continuous decline in the profits of the
contrarian strategy. Profits of the contrarian strategy are 1.5%, 0.2%, -0.5%, 0.0%
and -0.5% for M1, M2, M3, M4 and M5 respectively. This suggests a decline in
the over reaction as one goes from low momentum to high momentum whereas BSV
predicts that M1 and M5 contrarian profits should have been approximately equal
and much higher than M3 contrarian profits (A U-shaped relationship).
1.6 Controlling for Various Cross-Sectional Effects
and Robustness Checks
So far we have documented the crucial role of momentum for monthly reversion. We
have also investigated the role of public news announcements in our findings. Overall
our results indicate that both firms' past performance and the existence of news had
an effect on monthly reversion. In this section, we will check the robustness of our
results to controlling other factors which are documented to effect monthly reversion:
illiquidity and turnover. Also, we will explore the risk based explanations of our
findings.
1.6.1 Illiquidity
Avramov et al. [2006], claims that short-run contrarian profits are driven by illiquidity
as in the rational equilibrium framework of Campbell et al. [1993]. Avramov et al.
[2006] documents that weekly negative serial correlation is stronger for stocks with
high illiquidity. They claim that illiquidity is also a driver of monthly return reversals.
Since momentum and illiquidity are negatively correlated, in our results momentum
might be capturing the effect of illiquidity and the results might be driven by illiquidity
rather than momentum. In order to control for illiquidity, following Avramov et al.
[2006] we sort stocks into quartiles independently for momentum and illiquidity. IL1
denotes the lowest illiquidity quartile which includes liquid stocks whereas IL4 denotes
highly illiquid stocks. We then perform the following cross-sectional Fama-MacBeth
regressions for each of the sixteen categories:
Rt+l = at + PtRt + et (2)
If our results in table 1.3 are driven by illiquidity rather than momentum, then we
should not observe any significant difference among , across groups with same illiq-
uidity rank. Table 1.6 presents time series averages of the Ot coefficients from Fama-
MacBeth regressions. Panel A and Panel B confirms previous findings about the effect
of momentum and illiquidity on monthly negative serial correlation. In Panel A, as
momentum increases the reversal coefficient weakens from -0.045 with a t-statistic
-9.76 to -0.001 with a t-statistic -0.12. In Panel B, as illiquidity increases the reversal
coefficient strengthens from -0.004 with a t-statistic -0.6 to -0.029 with a t-statistic
-6.65. Therefore illiquid and low momentum stocks show stronger negative serial
correlation.
However, Panel C presents a more complete story. According to the results, the
effect of momentum is always significant regardless of the illiquidity level. Among
liquid stocks, IL1, the average 3 from equation (2) increases monotonically from -
0.025 with a t-statistic -3.18 to 0.004 with a t-statistic 0.46. Similarly, among illiquid
stocks, IL4, the average / from equation (2) increases monotonically from -0.056 with
a t-statistic -9.5 to -0.004 with a t-statistic -0.68. The differences are significant at
1% level. These results indicate that our findings in table reft3 are not driven by
illiquidity. The effect of momentum is always significant. Illiquidity increases the
effect of momentum but cannot be the whole driver of our findings. Therefore our
results are robust to controlling for illiquidity.
On the other hand, our results in Panel C reveal another important fact about
the effect of illiquidity on monthly negative serial correlation. While momentum has
a significant impact among all illiquidity groups; illiquidity increases negative serial
correlation only among low momentum stocks. Within high momentum group, M4,
illiquidity has no significant effect on monthly negative serial correlation of stock re-
turns. However, for low momentum stocks, M1, the average / decreases monotonically
from -0.025 with a t-statistic of -3.18 to -0.056 with a t-statistic of -9.5 with illiquid-
ity. The difference is significant at 1% level. According to these results, Avramov
et al. [2006] argument is not complete. They mainly argue that the predictability in
short-horizon returns occurs because of illiquid market conditions. While we also con-
form their findings that illiquidity effects monthly reversion, we demonstrate that its
effect is only limited to low momentum stocks. But the effect of momentum is much
stronger compared to illiquidity and does not depend on conditioning on illiquidity.
1.6.2 Turnover
In their rational equilibrium framework Campbell et al. [1993] (henceforth, CGW)
argue that non-informational trading causes price movements that show negative au-
tocorrelation. In CGW framework, non-informed trading is accompanied by high
trading volume, whereas informed trading is accompanied by low trading volume.
Using a sample of NASDAQ stocks, Conrad et al. [1994] (henceforth, CHN) finds
support for CGW model at weekly frequency. Cooper [1999], on the other hand, uses
a large sample of large NYSE-AMEX stocks and finds that weekly reversion decreases
with trading activity.1 7 Cooper [1999] results are in line with the asymmetric infor-
mation model of Wang [1994] which argues that price continuations are accompanied
by high trading volumes when informed investors condition their trades on private
information.
In order to control for the amount of trading activity, we use monthly turnover
following Avramov et al. [2006]. Turnover is defined as monthly dollar trading volume
divided by market capitalization. We exclude all NASDAQ stocks to avoid problems
with inflated trading volume due to double-counted dealer trades as suggested in
Lee and Swaminathan [2000]. Our analysis will follow the same methodology as the
previous subsection. We sort stocks into quartiles independently for momentum and
turnover where T1 (T4) denotes the lowest (highest) turnover quartile. This implies
sorting stocks into 16 groups every month. We then estimate the equation (2) cross
sectionally for each of the 16 groups. If our results in table 1.3 are driven by turnover
rather than momentum, then we should not observe any significant difference among
across groups with same turnover rank.
Table 1.7 presents the 3 coefficients from Fama-MacBeth regressions. Panel A
of table 1.7 confirms findings of Avramov et al. [2006] in monthly frequency. s8 We
find a positive relationship between turnover and monthly reversion. In Panel B, we
show that the effect of momentum is robust to controlling for turnover. According
to the results the effect of momentum is always significant regardless of the turnover
level. Among low turnover stocks, T1, the average 6 from equation (2) increases
from -0.050 with a t-statistic -6.20 to -0.032 with a t-statistic -5.19 with momentum.
Similarly, among high turnover stocks, T4, the average / increases from -0.019 with a
t-statistic -1.85 to 0.017 with a t-statistic 2.76 with momentum. The differences are
17Since both CHN and Cooper Cooper [1999] are dealing with weekly reversion we cannot directly
compare their results with ours. Nevertheless, CGW model may still have implications for our
findings as their model can also be applied to monthly periods.
18This result is at odds with CWG and weekly findings of Avramov et al. [2006].
significant at 1% level. Therefore our findings in table 1.3 are not driven by turnover.
On the other hand, the effect of turnover is still present even if we control for the
effect of momentum. This confirms the monthly result from Avramov et al. [2006]
that turnover mitigates monthly reversion.
1.6.3 Risk Factor Loadings of
Monthly Contrarian Strategy Profits
Our study explains the monthly contrarian strategy profits based on behavioral the-
ories. However, an alternative explanation can be risk related. It might be the case
that the return from low momentum monthly contrarian strategy is reward for the
risks assumed by implementing this strategy. To test this hypothesis, we analyze the
correlation of returns to the monthly contrarian strategy for each momentum quin-
tile' 9 and nondiversifiable risk factors in the economy. Specifically we run a time series
regression of returns to monthly contrarian strategy for five momentum quintiles on
three Fama-French factors and momentum factor: 20
PROFIT = a + /iMKTRF + 32SMB + 3 HML + 34UMD + E (3)
MKTRF is the value weighted return on all NYSE, AMEX and NASDAQ stocks
(from CRSP) minus the one month Treasury bill rate (from Ibbotson Associates).
SMB (size factor), HML (book to market factor) and UMD (momentum factor) are
from Kenneth R. French's web site. 21
The factor loadings are reported in table 1.8. The results reveal no significant
positive factor loading for the monthly contrarian strategy. Therefore, risk based
explanations of our findings are not sustainable as the profits does not seem to be
positively correlated with the major risk factors considered in the literature. Among
the low momentum groups, M1, the intercept from regression is 0.021 with a t-statistic
19This is the long R1 short R5 strategy described in table 1.4.20In the empirical asset pricing literature these four factors are considered to represent major
nondiversifiable risks assumed by stock market investors.
2 1http://mba.tuck.dartmouth.edu/pages/faculty/ken.french/datalibrary.html
8.38 indicating that the four factor model cannot explain away the profits. The effect
of momentum is still significant even after controlling for various risk factors as the
intercept term for high momentum monthly contrarian strategy is insignificant.
1.6.4 January Effect and Sub period Analysis
In order to control for January effect, we present the results in table 1.3 separately
for the month of January and other months. We also present the results for three sub
periods 1980-1989, 1990-1999 and 2000-2006.
Panel A in table 1.9 shows that January effect is a contributor to our results but it
cannot explain away our findings. If we only use the data where January returns are
the dependent variable we see that a very strong reversion occurs during the January
for low momentum stocks which performed poorly during December. Autocorrelation
coefficient for this time of the year is -0.111 with a t-statistic -7.72. However, even if
we do not use this part of the year in our regressions we still see a very strong monthly
reversal for low momentum stocks for the rest of the year. Autocorrelation coefficient
for low momentum stocks during the rest of the year is -0.043 with a t-statistic -8.12.
Panel B in table 1.9 shows the declining profitability of low momentum monthly
contrarian strategy. Negative serial correlation seems to be declining during the recent
years from -0.050 to -0.032. However, needles to say more data is needed to see if this
is an eventual disappearance of a market efficiency or just a temporary decline.
1.7 Conclusion
Most of the behavioral finance literature focuses on explaining long term predictabil-
ities and inefficiencies whereas illiquidity and bid-ask spread related explanations is
considered enough to explain weekly and monthly anomalies. Our contribution is to
make the case for behavioral theories to explain monthly reversion.
We use low momentum as a proxy for investor over-reliance to public news. This
implies over reaction of low momentum stocks to public news as in DHS. We document
that this indeed is the case. Moreover, the concentration of monthly reversion in low
momentum stocks is robust to controlling for illiquidity, turnover and major risk
factors. Therefore, we cannot reject our behavioral explanation in favor of market
micro structure explanations of monthly negative serial correlation.
The concentration of monthly reversion in low momentum stocks also allows us to
devise a profitable monthly contrarian strategy which focuses only on low momentum
stocks. It would be interesting to see if this asymmetry between low momentum and
high momentum stocks is specific to US stock market or international stock markets
contain similar asymmetries.
1.8 Appendix
Table 1.1: Summary Statistics
Monthly return, Stock Price, Company Size and are from WRDS. Turnover and
Illiquidity are calculated from daily return and volume data from WRDSa. Number
of News is from Chan [2003]. Stocks are included in the data if they have return
data for the past six months and if they have share price higher than five dollars.
All the data except Number of News is from 1980 to 2006. Number of News is from
1980 to 2000.
Number of
Observations
Monthly
StandardMean Deviation
Minimum Maximum
Monthly
Return
Stock Price
Company
Size
(In Billion $)
Illiquidity
Turnover
Number of
News
alIlliquidity and turnover are calculated as in Avramov et al. [2006].
Variable
1,568,351
1,568,351
1,568,351
1,443,205
948,231
230,805
0.02
29.23
1.48
0.66
0.86
1.37
0.14
643.72
8.73
3.15
15.62
1.48
-0.85
5.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
12.61
109990.00
602.43
774.62
93.93
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Table 1.2: Monthly Reversion and Momentum: Portfolio Approach
To create reversal portfolios P1-P10, at the end of every month t, we sort stocks into
equally weighted decile portfolios based on their month t returns, then we observe
the performance of these deciles during month t+1. To create momentum portfolios
P1-P10, at the end of every month t, we sort stocks into equally weighted decile
portfolios based on their momentum, then we observe the performance of these
deciles during month t+1. Both for reversion and momentum the reported values
are time series averages of month t+1 returns and P1 (P10) denotes the portfolio
with stocks that have the highest (lowest) values of the sort criterion. We also report
the profits from longing P1 and shorting P10. T-statistics of the profits from this
long-short strategy is calculated from time series returns and is heteroskedasticity
and autocorrelation robust.
Sort Ranking
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10
P1-P10
t-value
Reversion
0.0265
0.0121
0.0115
0.0121
0.0119
0.0119
0.0122
0.0118
0.0096
0.0013
0.0252
(7.21)
Momentum
0.0079
0.0067
0.0098
0.0121
0.0121
0.0126
0.0122
0.0131
0.0157
0.0183
-0.0104
(-2.99)
Table 1.3: Interaction of Momentum and Monthly Reversion:
Fama-MacBeth Regressions
At the end of each month t, stocks which are at the bottom (top) quintile of the
market based on their momentum are ranked M1 (M5). At Panel A, every month
for each momentum rank, return at month t+1 is cross sectionally regressed on a
constant and return at month t. At Panel B, control variables SIZE and BM are
included in the regression. SIZE is the log of the market capitalization at month t,
BM is the log of book to market value which is calculated as in Fama and French
[2002]. The parameter estimates and heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation robust
t-statistics are obtained from time series of the corresponding regression coefficients
as in Fama and MacBeth [1973]. R2 is the monthly average of the adjusted R2 from
the cross-sectional regressions.
PANEL A
Momentum intercept RETt SIZE BM R 2
Rank
0.007 -0.049M1 1.15%(1.70) (-9.93)
0.012 -0.013M2 0.94%(4.77) (-2.46)
0.013 0.002M3 1.02%(5.45) (0.36)
0.013 0.005M4 0.92%(5.16) (0.91)
0.017 -0.003M5 0.87%(4.86) (-0.53)
PANEL B
0.012 -0.051 -0.001 0.003Ml 3.05%(1.15) (-9.44) (-1.25) (3.06)
0.022 -0.013 -0.001 0.002M2 3.05%(2.32) (-2.28) (-1.58) (2.84)
0.028 -0.003 -0.001 0.001M3 3.49%(3.28) (-0.41) (-1.84) (1.87)
0.043 0.005 -0.002 0.001M4 3.27%(4.35) (0.88) (-2.79) (1.60)
0.058 -0.004 -0.002 0.001M5 2.9%(4.79) (-0.68) (-2.65) (0.67)
Table 1.4: Interaction of Momentum and Monthly Reversion:
Portfolio Approach
At the end of each month t, we sort stocks into quintiles based on their momentum
where M1 denotes the bottom quintile and M5 denotes the top quintile. Indepen-
dently, we also sort stocks based on their total (dividends included) returns during
month t. Stocks which are at the bottom (top) quintile based on their month t
return are ranked R1 (R5). This independent sort implies creation of 25 equally
weighted portfolios every month.a The reported results in Panel A are the time
series averages of the month t+1 portfolio returns for these portfolios. We also
report the results of going long R1 and short R5 for each momentum quintile. In
Panel B, we report the difference between the average month t returns of high and
low momentum stocks keeping monthly performance quintile constant. Reported
t-statistics are heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation robust.
PANEL A
M1 M2 M3 M4 M5
R1 0.0122 0.0145 0.0129 0.0128 0.0191
R2 0.0090 0.0137 0.0133 0.0129 0.0174
R3 0.0073 0.0120 0.0123 0.0139 0.0165
R4 0.0026 0.0113 0.0124 0.0134 0.0164
R5 -0.0084 0.0085 0.0111 0.0132 0.0185
R1-R5 0.0206 0.0060 0.0018 -0.0004 0.0006
t-value (7.88) (3.39) (1.12) (-0.21) (0.24)
PANEL B
R1 R2 R3 R4 R5
M1-M5 -0.0076 -0.0009 0.0034 0.0060 0.0095
t-value (-2.3) (-0.33) (1.23) (1.58) (1.36)
log-value-weightedaFor robustness, we also examine stock returns based on value-weighted and
portfolios. The results are similar
Table 1.5: Interaction of Momentum and Monthly Reversion for
News and No News Stocks
For Panel A, we only take stocks that are in Chan's randomized sample and that
were mentioned in the headlines during month t. At the end of each month t,
we sort these stocks into quintiles based on their momentum where M1 denotes
the bottom quintile and M5 denotes the top quintile. Independently, we also sort
stocks based on their total (dividends included) returns during month t. Stocks
which are at the bottom (top) 1/3 quantile based on their month t return are
ranked R1 (R3). This independent sort implies creation of 15 equally weighted
portfolios every month. The reported results in Panel A are the time series averages
of the month t+1 portfolio returns for these portfolios. We also report the results
of going long R1 and short R3 for each momentum quintile. In Panel B, we do
the identical analysis, this time for stocks that were in Chan's randomized sample
but were not mentioned in the headlines during month t. Reported t-statistics
are heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation robust and calculated from time series
returns of long-short portfolios.
PANEL A: News Stocks
Ml M2 M3 M4 M5
R1 0.0105 0.0128 0.0100 0.0117 0.0166
R2 0.0073 0.0128 0.0131 0.0129 0.0190
R3 -0.0042 0.0105 0.0151 0.0120 0.0219
R1-R3 0.0148 0.0023 -0.0051 -0.0003 -0.0053
t-value (4.64) (0.94) (-2.37) (-0.12) (-1.66)
PANEL B: No News Stocks
R1 0.0141 0.0151 0.0122 0.0175 0.0230
R2 0.0051 0.0126 0.0137 0.0154 0.0207
R3 -0.0042 0.0105 0.0151 0.0120 0.0219
R1-R3 0.0193 0.0073 0.0008 0.0040 0.0063
t-value (5.92) (2.55) (0.31) (1.58) (1.71)
Table 1.6: Momentum and Illiquidity
For Panel A, every month we sort stocks into quartiles based on their
momentum. For Panel B, every month we sort stocks into quartiles
based on their illiquidity where IL1 denotes low illiquidity and IL4
denotes high illiquidity. For Panel C, we independently sort stocks
into quartiles based on their momentum and illiquidity. Then for
every one of these quartiles and for every month we run the following
regression cross-sectionally:
t+I -= at + ftRt + ft
Time series averages of / coefficients are reported as in Fama and
MacBeth [1973]. Reported t-statistics are heteroskedasticity and au-
tocorrelation robust.
PANEL A: Momentum
M1
M2
M3
M4
-0.045
(-9.76)
-0.007
(-1.21)
0.003
(0.68)
-0.001
(-0.12)
PANEL B: Illiquidity
IL1
IL2
IL3
IL4
-0.004
(-0.6)
-0.012
(-2.06)
-0.016
(-3.31)
-0.029
(-6.65)
Panel C: Momentum and Illiquidity
IL1 IL2 IL3 IL4
-0.025 -0.044 -0.045 -0.056
M1
(-3.18) (-6.79) (-6.95) (-9.5)
-0.012 -0.008 -0.002 -0.015M2 (-1.51) (-0.97) (-0.28) (-2.23)
0.007 0.009 0.006 -0.009
(0.99) (1.14) (0.9) (-1.3)
0.004 -0.004 0.003 -0.004M4
(0.46) (-0.55) (0.43) (-0.68)
Table 1.7: Momentum and Turnover
For Panel A, every month we sort stocks into quartiles based on their
turnover, where T1 (T4) denotes low (high) turnover. For Panel B,
we independently sort stocks into quartiles based on their momentum
and turnover. Then within every one of these groups and for every
month we run the following regression cross-sectionally:
Rt+l = at + /tRt + ct
Time series averages of / coefficients are reported as in Fama and Mac-
Beth [1973]. Reported t-statistics in parentheses are heteroskedastic-
ity and autocorrelation robust.
PANEL A: Turnover
T1 T2 T3 T4
-0.030 -0.040 -0.031 -0.004
(-5.44) (-7.38) (-5.02) (-0.84)
PANEL A: Momentum and Turnover
-0.050 -0.065 -0.051 -0.032
M1 (-6.20) (-7.73) (-5.85) (-5.19)
-0.035 -0.044 -0.023 -0.006
M2 (-3.54) (-4.79) (-2.60) (0.85)
-0.029 -0.034 -0.016 0.015
M3 (-3.60) (-3.80) (-1.90) (2.22)
-0.019 -0.010 -0.023 0.017M4
(-1.85) (-1.17) (-2.57) (2.76)
Table 1.8: Time Series Regression of Contrarian Strategy Profits on
Fama-French Factors
Profit for each momentum quintile is the return to long-short portfolio calculated in
Panel A of table 1.4. We run a time series regression of profits from each momentum
quintile on monthly realizations of three Fama-French and momentum factors:
PROFIT = a + 31MKTRF + 32SMB +/33HML +/34UMD + c
MKTRF is the value weighted return on all NYSE, AMEX and NASDAQ stocks
(from CRSP) minus the one month Treasury bill rate (from Ibbotson Associates).
SMB (size factor), HML (book to market factor) and UMD (momentum factor) are
from Kenneth R. French's web site. T-statistics which are shown in parentheses are
heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation robust.
Momentum book to
a market size momentum R2Rank market
0.021 -0.006 0.092 -0.289 -0.009M1 5.34%(8.38) (-0.09) (0.96) (-2.52) (-0.15)
0.007 -0.000 0.019 -0.142 -0.010M2 2.27%(3.53) (0.09) (0.33) (-2.01) (-0.25)
0.002 0.040 -0.021 -0.017 0.000M3 1.15%(0.97) (0.94) (-0.01) (-0.87) (-0.01)
0.000 -0.040 0.024 -0.059 0.019M4 0.47%(-0.08) (-0.73) (0.3) (-0.65) (0.37)
0.001 -0.100 0.045 -0.063 0.032
(0.34) (-1.47) (0.48) (-0.56) (0.52)
Table 1.9: January Effect and Sub period Analysis
The analysis is identical to Panel A of table 1.3. Fama-Macbeth regres-
sions of next months returns are run on this months returns for each
momentum quintile. In Panel A, we separated data into two mutually
exclusive parts. January part includes only data points where January
returns are dependent variable. The rest of the data is in February-
December part. In Panel B, we separated data into three mutually
exclusive groups based on whether the dependent returns in regres-
sions are realized in 1980-1989, 1990-1999 or 2000-2006 .T-statistics
reported in parentheses are heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation ro-
bust.
PANEL A
Ml M2 M3 M4 M5
January
-0.111 -0.093 -0.076 -0.044 -0.046
(-7.72) (-9.77) (-7.3) (-2.61) (-2.24)
February-December
-0.043 -0.006 0.009 0.010 0.002
(-8.12) (-1.13) (1.56) (1.69) (0.34)
PANEL B
M1 M2 M3 M4 M5
1980-1989
-0.058 -0.029 -0.012 -0.005 -0.016
(-6.79) (-3.08) (-1.23) (-0.64) (-2.34)
1990-1999
-0.050 -0.002 0.019 0.020 0.017
(-6.98) (0.22) (2.36) (2.37) (1.87)
2000-2006
-0.032 -0.013 -0.004 -0.001 -0.002
(-2.86) (-1.23) (-0.36) (-0.09) (-0.97)
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Chapter 2
Number of Instruments in GEL
Estimation with Heteroskedasticity
Generalized Empirical Likelihood (GEL) estimators have theoretically attractive prop-
erties in estimating conditional moment restriction models with a large number of
moment conditions. This paper answers the question of choosing the number of mo-
ment conditions in GEL estimation. The criteria is to minimize the higher order
mean squared error (MSE). This can be considered an extension of Donald et al.
[2002]. As an extension, heteroskedasticity is explicitly modeled and taken into ac-
count when calculating higher order MSE terms. The results of the simulation are
encouraging as they demonstrate that using higher order MSE to choose number of
instruments in GEL estimation reduces the dispersion of the estimator in the case of
heteroskedasticity.
2.1 Introduction
As suggested by Hansen and Singleton [1982], estimating rational expectations models
which are prevalent in macroeconomics and financial economics amounts to estimating
parameters that satisfy a number of orthogonality conditions.
Specifically, let pi, (i = 1, ..., n), be a 1xm vector of conditioning variables or
instruments observed by the agents in the economy and the econometrician at time i.
Let xi, (i = 1, ..., n) be a lxp vector of endogenous variables observed by the agents in
the economy and the econometrician at time i +1. Discrete time models of optimizing
economic agents results in the following orthogonality condition: 1
E [g (zi, o)] = 0 (1)
Where 00 is a p dimensional parameter vector unknown to the econometrician 2 , expec-
tation is taken with respect to information at time t, zi = (xi, pi) and g : Rp+m -+ R m
which implies that the number of orthogonality conditions is equal to the number of
conditioning variables.
Both linear expectations models as in Hansen and Sargent [1982] and Hayashi
and Sims [1983] as well as nonlinear expectations models as in Hansen and Single-
ton [1982] can be estimated by estimating equation (1). A common problem in these
estimations is to choose the number of orthogonality conditions or instruments. How-
ever, dealing with this problem just by analyzing the asymptotic properties of various
estimators can be misleading. This is because the tradeoffs in asymptotic properties
of estimators are not the same as tradeoffs in approximate small sample properties of
estimators. For example, Hansen and Sargent [1982] notes that asymptotic variance
of the estimators gets smaller as one adds more instruments and since we also have
consistency for any number of instruments, this provides a justification for adding as
many instruments as possible. However, taking into account small sample bias and
variance changes as one adds more instruments, a more accurate answer can be given
to this question as pointed out by Donald and Newey [2001] and Donald et al. [2002].
To answer the question of number of instruments by taking into account the small
sample tradeoffs between bias and standard error, higher order asymptotic theory as
in Nagar [1959], and Rothenberg [1984] can be applied. Donald and Newey [2001] use
higher order asymptotic theory to choose the number of instruments for two-stage
least squares and limited information maximum likelihood estimators. Donald et al.
1For an example with a representative agent choosing consumption and investment plans to
maximize expected utility in a discrete time setting see Hansen and Singleton [1982].
2In general 3o will depend on the utility function parameters and production constraints in the
economy.
[2002] use a similar methodology to choose the number of instruments for GMM and
Generalized Empirical Likelihood (GEL, hereafter) estimators. This paper follows
closely Donald and Newey [2001] and Donald et al. [2002]. Higher order mean and
variance terms for GEL estimator for ,o in equation (1) is derived. An approximate
small sample mean squared error (MSE) is calculated using higher order mean and
variance. The number of instruments are selected to minimize the MSE. Different
from Donald et al. [2002] heteroskedasticity is explicitly modeled and disturbance
terms are not assumed to have zero conditional third moments. Simulation results
suggest that choosing optimal number of instruments based on MSE criteria improves
the estimator mostly by reducing the dispersion compared to estimating f0 with as
many instruments as possible which extends the results in Donald et al. [2002] to
problems with more general error distributions.
Section 2.2 describes the GEL estimator and explains the reasons for choosing this
estimator. Section 2.3 lays out the terms in the asymptotic expansion of the GEL
estimator. Section 2.4 provides the basic form of higher order mean and variance
of GEL estimator. Section 2.5 describes linear model which allows simplifications in
deriving higher order MSE terms. Section 2.6 describes the simulation framework
and summarizes the results. Section 2.7 concludes. Section 2.8 is Appendix which
is comprised of some technical assumptions, expressions for calculating higher order
MSE and tables from simulation.
2.2 The GEL Estimator
A common approach to estimate the 30 in equation (1) is two stage GMM of Hansen
[1982]. Let
=i W) g (zi, )
i=1
- E [g 1(o) gi (o)']
and
n
~ (/) -n-1 gn i(g ) gi (/)'
i=1
The first stage estimator is given by:
P = argmin (0)' W- (1 )
FEB
where B is the parameter space and W is the random weighting matrix which obey
certain regularity conditions.3 The two step GMM estimator is:
GMM = arg min (/3)' ( - (3)
As shown in Newey and Smith [2004] GEL estimators have theoretically attractive
properties compared to two stage GMM especially when a large number of moment
conditions are used as in the case of Hansen and Singleton [1982] and Holtz-Eakin
et al. [1988]. Asymptotic bias of GEL estimators does not grow with the number of
instruments, whereas the same cannot be said for GMM. Moreover, bias corrected
GEL estimators are higher order relative efficient compared to other bias corrected
estimators. The GEL estimator, 3GEL, is defined as follows:
OGEL = arg min max s (A'gi (0)) (2)
/EB AEAn(fl) i=1
where, An (/3) = {A : A'gi (0) e V, i = 1, ..., n}, s (v) is a concave function with domain
that is an open interval V containing 0. Let sj (v) = Ois (v) /&vi and sj = sj (0).
As suggested by Newey and Smith [2004] we can assume sl = s2 = -1 without
loss of generality. When s (v) = In (1 - v), ýGEL is equal to empirical likelihood (EL)
estimator in Qin and Lawless [1994] and Owen [1988]. When s (v) = - exp (v), /GEL is
equal to the exponential tilting (ET) estimator in Imbens et al. [1998] and Kitamura
and Stutzer [1997]. When, s (v) = - (1 + v) 2 /2, OGEL is equal to the continuous
updating estimator (CUE) in Hansen et al. [1996]. The original formulation of CUE
3See Newey and Smith [2004] for details.
estimator is closely related to two stage GMM. Rather than assuming a constant
weighting matrix in the second stage, CUE updates f (13) continuously during the
search for minimum:
OCUE = arg min g (P)' § ( 0)- g (C)
PeB
where A- denotes a generalized inverse of matrix A, satisfying AA-A = A. The
equivalence of the original formulation and the GEL formulation of CUE is due to
Newey and Smith [2004]. A disadvantage of CUE is its lack of moments which results
in large dispersion. Hausman et al. [2007] modifies CUE resulting in a less dispersed
estimator in a general setup with heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation.
For G1 (,) = Og2 (0) /a3, let
rn (zi, 0) = Si (A'g (0)) G () 0 = (', Al')'
Then, the first order conditions for the GEL estimation problem (2) can be written
as:
Zm (Zi, AGEL) /n = 0
2.3 Asymptotic Expansion of the GEL Estimator
In order to calculate the approximate MSE of the GEL estimator, we need to derive
the leading terms of the stochastic expansion of the OGEL. Specifically, we need to
derive U = 0, (n-1/2),Y = O, (n- 1) and 2 = O, (n- 3/ 2 ) where
OGEL = 00 + U + + + O, (n-2) (3)
This would allow us to calculate the higher order MSE, as described e.g. in Rothen-
berg [1984]. To express U, k and Z we will need additional notation:
Mi = am (Zi, 00)/la, MI = Mi/n, M = E [Mi]
i
M[ = &2m (zi, 0o) /oero, M = S M[/n, Mr = E [M[] (4)
Mirs = o93 m (z, 0o) IaOrOOO, fjrs = vJr'/n,. Mr = E [Mir']
U, Y and 2 are already derived in Newey and Smith [2004] Theorem 3.4:
U = Ui/n, Ui = - M-1m (zi, o)
i=1
-Y- - M - 1 i - M) k + r Mr •f / 2(k[r= 1
Z = -M [(-' M M)Y +(r MTY+YT MrU) /2
k k k
+ Ur (Mr _ Mr) 0/2 + E S UrUsMrsU/6
r=1 r=1 s=1
Where k = m + p.
Newey and Smith [2004] need Assumptions 1-3 in the Subsection 2.8.1 for obtain-
ing these stochastic expansion terms.
2.4 Higher Order MSE of the GEL Estimator:
Basic Form
MSE GEL) (BIAS (GEL) 2 + VAR (GEL)
Therefore, to calculate approximate MSE which converges to the true MSE with
Op (n- 2), we will need to calculate the approximate bias which converges to true bias
at most as fast as O, (n- 1). Without loss of generality we can assume that o30 = 0.
A0 = 0, as a general property of GEL estimators.4Therefore:
BIAS (OGEL) =E (U)+E(Y) +E () + E ( (n-2))
Since Z and Op (n-2), converges to zero faster than n - 1 we can ignore these two
terms. Trivially, E [u] = 0. Hence,
r
BIAS (GEL) -M - 1 I
L
k
r=1
MrE [(Jrl] /2]
We need to calculate the approximate variance such that it would converge to the
true variance as fast as Op (n-2).
VAR (OGEL) = E[(OGEL - BIAS GEL )) (cEL - BIAS GEL))I]
f+2+Op
where Y = Y -^ E (Y). Ignoring terms that approaches zero faster than O,p (n-2):
VAR (OGEL) =E [lr^1' + -t'+ ' + •t^ ' + UZ' + Z^']
E [UU' = (IU)
3j'
E [UiUj] = 0 for i V j as we assume independent observations. Let
E [Uu0']
n
= E [UiUf] /n 2 = V/n
i=1
Plugging this in the above variance formula results:
VAR (ýGEL) = V/n + (A + B + B') /n 2
4 See Newey and Smith [2004].
(5)
(U ( n)
n n
/n2 = E [uUj] /n
i=1 j=1
V = E [UiU']:
(6)
+ + + Op (n-2))
Where A = n2E ', B = n2E [(k + Z) U']
Therefore in order to calculate MSE, we will need E [M11U] , Ek=1 MrE [6r.] 0/2,V,A
and B. Writing these terms in terms of expressions in (4) involves introduction of some
additional notation and some additional algebra. Formulas can be found in Subsec-
tion 2.8.2.
2.5 Linear Model: Implementable Expressions for
MSE of the GEL Estimator
If we assume that the moment conditions take the familiar linear form as in Donald
and Newey [2001] and Donald et al. [2002]:
gi (0) = Pi (y2 - x,/3)
This will lead to significant simplifications when deriving implementable expressions
for higher order mean and variance formulas basic form of which can be found in
Section 2.4 and Subsection 2.8.2. In this special case, the following will be true:
Gi (p) = ags (0) /aO = -px'
m (zi, ') = 81(AtPi (yi - -xti )) 
%Pi(yi--x•)
82 (A'p (Yi -
+si (A'p (yj
Pi (y - ) (-A'Pi•,,p, (yi - 4'3))
Mi = Om (o00) /9
ami (0) / =
0i -P pi'
where Ei = yi- xi/30.
M = E [Mi] K -Q (7)
where K = E [pixx]. Derivatives of Mi with respect to / and A take different form.
Hence, they need to be considered separately. Variables in sub vector 3 is going to be
indexed with t and u (if a second variable from sub vector 3 is considered), whereas
variables in sub vector A is going to be indexed with v and w. After taking derivatives
of ami (0) /&0 and evaluating at the true parameter values 80 = (3o, Ao) = (3o, 0).
One can reach the following expressions for Mt , Mij, M tu, M" and MW":
Mi a2m (Zi, 00) /&t = 0 00 211)
where
it= PiPigiXit
where xit denotes the tth element of vector xi.
212 3
M& 2m (zi, 0o) /i9Aa0 (
Mtu = a2m (Zi,,0o)/0 /3t&au&= (0- 0 )'4
IM" V &2m (zi, 80) //3aAa0 = ( 0 00 -21t•lS0 -215MiV ( 2M8 iZ, 00) lota v&8 ity-215, -316itv itv
(-2l1 -30
Mi &2m~ (zi, 00) /AA 0 = VW TVW
-30 ' 19
where
iv =iPiPivEi , iv = PiPS3Piv, itu = p itt
it5v i it, s Zit = ivi
%I = S3XiPiPivPiwe, i vw = s84AiPPiVPiwE
Taking expectations, we can get expressions for Mt, M", Mt", Mtv and Mvw
Mt =_E [Mt] =
0
M " E [M.v] =2 V
0
21
21r
13V
( 0)
Mtv E [M tv] = tv
-215' -316(-217 -318
MW - E [M'•w] = (a" ,
3183 1 9_
It = E [PiPixiViwt],
I17 = E [xix' ipi,,] , I~
l = E [xjp pivEi], 1
tv1 E [xiPiPiv]Xit],
S= s3E [ iPPiVPiw8] ,
3 E [PiPi S3P iv c3]
v = s3E [pip piveXit] ,
1,= s 4 E [pip ivpipw E4]
With the assumption of linearity, higher order mean and variance in equations (5)
and (6) can be written in terms of expectations that can be estimated in a monte
carlo study. The calculations are relatively tedious and left to the Subsection 2.8.3.
2.6 Monte Carlo Experiments
In this section we analyze the performance of MSE criterion with monte carlo experi-
ments. The data generating setup is similar to Donald and Newey [2001] and Donald
where
et al. [2002]:
Yi = 0ozx + Ei
xi = p 'i + r• (8)
for i = 1, ..., n. Therefore for K instruments, the following vector valued moment
function is implied: I
Pli
P2i
l wq
(Yi - Oxi)
The main question we are interested is how to choose the number of instruments
optimally. Without loss of generality we set 3o = 0. The error terms are assumed to
have the following variance-covariance structure:
6i 
1 C
Independent of the error terms, the instruments are drawn from a multivariate stan-
dard normal distribution: pi - N (0, IR) where R is the maximal number of instru-
ments considered. As shown in Hahn and Hausman [2002], these assumptions imply
that the first stage R2 can be written as:
R2 7 I 7rR '7r + 1
As in Donald et al. [2002] we assume the true values of 7rk coefficients in equation (9)
follow a declining form:
7rk = c () 1 K- for k = 1, ... ,
57
9i (0)
where constant c (K) is chosen so that 7r'ir = R2/ (1 - R2). This represents a situ-
ation where one has prior information about the ranking of the relative relevance of
the estimators. In this setting, if one is concerned about asymptotic efficiency, all of
the potential K instruments should be used. However, choosing the number of esti-
mators that minimizes the higher order MSE will provide us a different instrument
selection criteria. We report results for CUE which is a special case of GEL and which
has interpretation in terms of GMM estimator as mentioned in Section 2. We report
summary statistics for CUE estimator that uses all available instruments as well as
CUE estimator when the number of instruments is chosen to minimize higher order
MSE.
To make comparisons with Donald et al. [2002] straightforward, simulation pa-
rameters that are identical to their study are used. Two different sample sizes are
considered: N =- 200 or 1000. When the sample size is 200, R2 = 0.1 and R = 10 are
assumed and 500 replications are performed. In the larger sample size, R2 = 0.1 and
k = 20 are assumed and due to time constraints 200 replications are performed. The
choice of R2 reflects the common weak instrument problem whereas the two selected
(N, k) pairs reflect the tendency of empirical researchers to use more moment con-
ditions to improve efficiency as the number of observations grow. For each of these
cases we consider
c E {0.1, 0.5, 0.9}
In addition, different from Donald et al. [2002], the impact of heteroskedasticity is
considered. In this case, instead of equation (9), error terms have the following
variance-covariance structure:
1 + 0.3p2, c
i c 1
where E(ed) = 1 + 0.3p2 is chosen to provide a commonly observed amount of
divergence between heteroskedasticity robust standard errors and standard errors
that are calculated with homoskedasticity assumption.5 Two different models, three
different choices for residual correlations and homoskedastic and heteroskedastic cases
result in 12 specifications.
The estimator that uses all instruments is indicated by CUEa,, whereas the es-
timator that uses a number of instruments that minimizes the MSE is indicated by
CUEop. The preliminary estimates of the objects that appear in estimated MSE were
estimated by using the first and the strongest instrument.
As in Donald et al. [2002], we present robust measures of central tendency and
dispersion. The median bias (Med. Bias), the median of the absolute deviations
(MAD) of the estimator from the true value 0o = 0 are computed. Dispersion is
examined by looking at the difference between the 0.1 and 0.9 quantile (Dec. Rge) in
the distribution of each estimator as well as standard deviation (std dev.). Standard
deviation is not a robust measure of dispersion however it gives some indication of the
presence of extreme outliers in finite samples. In addition, some summary statistics
concerning the choice of number of instruments that minimizes the MSE are also
reported. Compared to results in Donald et al. [2002] more dispersion in the optimal
number of instruments is observed.
Tables 2.1-2.6 and 2.7-2.12 contains the summary statistics for the estimators in
small samples (N = 200) and large samples (N = 1000). The results are in line
with Donald et al. [2002]. The most significant impact in using optimal number of
instruments instead of all instruments is a decline in the dispersion of the estimators
as measured by the reported range and standard deviation measures. There is also a
decline in the median of the absolute deviations. Similar to results in Donald et al.
[2002] these improvements provided by choosing the number of instruments optimally
are more pronounced when there is low to moderate degree of endogeneity. Finally, the
improvements generated by choosing the number of instruments optimally is robust
to heteroskedasticity.
Table 2.13 presents the summary statistics for the optimal number of instruments
5I thank Whitney Newey for pointing this out. For some examples on the impact of heteroskedas-
ticity on the divergence between robust and non-robust standard errors see Wooldridge [2005].
across the replications for twelve different specifications possible. Similar to Donald
et al. [2002], optimal number of instruments increases as endogeneity increases. How-
ever, optimal number of instruments is more dispersed compared to the results in
Donald et al. [2002].
2.7 Conclusion
This paper proposes a criteria to choose the number of instruments in GEL estimation
problems with heteroskedasticity. Similar to Donald et al. [2002], expressions to
estimate the MSE that would result from choosing any number of instruments are
derived and optimal number of instruments are chosen to minimize the MSE. The
results of the simulation suggests that choosing the number of instruments based on
higher order MSE reduces dispersion and bias of the estimator in a general scenario
where there is heteroskedasticity and nonzero conditional third moments.
2.8 Appendix
2.8.1 Assumptions for the Stochastic Expansion of the GEL
Estimator
Assumption 1. (a) 0o E B is the unique solution to E [g (z, 3)] = 0;
(b) B is compact; (c) g (z, 3) is continuous at each 3 E B with probability one;
(d) E [supOEB 11g (Z, /3) I] < oo for some a > 2; (e) Q = E [gi (3o) gi (/3o)'] is non-
singular; (f) s (v) is twice continuously differentiable in a neighborhood of zero.
Assumption 2. (a) 3o E int (B); (b) g (z, 3) is continuously differentiable in a
neighborhood N of 3o and E [supp•N I9gi (0) 0/3'1] < oo;
(c) rank (E [0gi (0o) /la']) = p.
Assumption 3. There is b (z) with E [b (zi) 6] < 00 such that for 0 < j < 4 and all z,
Vjg (z, 0) exists on a neighborhood N of /o, suppEN IIVjg (z, p) 11 < b (z), and for each
P E N, IIV4ag(z, /)- V4g (z, /3o)II b (z) 11p - ,oll, s (v) is four times continuously
differentiable with Lipschitz fourth derivative in neighborhood of zero.
2.8.2 Appendix for Section 2.4
Since we assume that observations are independent:
E[^U]
MrE [UTVU
r=1
= E (MiU2) /n
/2 =
r=1
MrVr/ (2n)
Where V. denotes rth column of V.
Calculating A and B are more involved and requires the following notation:
n n
Y= ZZYj/n 2,
i=1 j=1
Y•= (M= - M) Uj , Yi= UiMr U /2
r=1
5
Zijk = -M - 1  Zilk
l=1
k
Zj2k = E Uir Mryk/2,
r=1
Zk ir (M - M) Uk/2,
r=1
k
4kr=Z
r=1
k
Z~,k ijr Mr Uk/2,
r=1
k
s=1
where Yr, (UVr)is the rt h element of 4Y (Us).
Calculating A: Assuming independent observations will lead to following conclu-
sions: E [Yij] = 0 for i f j and E [YijY, 1] = 0 if any one of the indices is not equal to
n n nl
= ZZijk/n 3,
i=1 j=1 k=1
Zilk = (Mi - M) jk,
k
=-M-1(y + yi•2)
any of the others. Therefore:
n n
E= Z E ij/n --E [Yi]/n
i=1 j=1
Assuming that Yi has second moment, we have:
E
i,j,k,l=l
E [YijY' 1] /n4 - E [Y/i] E [Y/i] / n 2
Using the above conclusions derived from independence:
E[YY]
= 5E [Yii]i /i]n4 + (E [Y•1j] + E [YijYiv] + E [YijY,'i]) /n4
-E [Yj] E [Yi/] /n2
E [Yiiv'•] /~ + (E [Y~I'] + E [YvjYi3] +
-E [Yj] E [£iY] /n2
= ( [YijiE ] + E [YijY']) /n2 + Op (n-3)
Hence,
A= E [jYi] + E [jYj'i
E [ij j'i]) (n2- n) /n4
= M -1 (A 1 + A22 1+ A 2 + A12' + All + A22 1 A 2 + A12) M -1 ' (10)
where
=E [YjYj'] = E [(Mi - M) UjU (Mi - M)']
= E [(Mi - M) V (M - M)'] = E [MVMl] - MVM',
E [UiMrUJ U'M"'Uij] /4
k k
r=l s=1
k k
r=l s= MrlVM /
r=1 s=1
E ff']
where V,, denotes the element at the rthrow and sth column of V.
k
E [Y'] = E [(Mi
r=1
k
= E [UirMi] VMr'/2,
r=1
- M) U~UMr'Ui,] /2
= E Yj ] = E [(M[ - M) UjUM (Mj - M)']
= E[M.jU3 M] ,
= E Yij] =
k k
= ZZMrV
r=1 s=1
k k•: Z E [UrMUjU'Ms'Uj8] /4
r=1 s=1
,V'M 81/4,
k
=E [Yij'Y]= ZE[(Mi
r=1
- M) UjU'M'Ujr] /2
k
= E [MiVrU'Mr'] /2
r=1
Calculating B:
Independent observations imply E [UiYjk] = 0 if any of i, j and w is not equal to one
of the others. Hence:
E [ru]
n n n
i=1 j=1
E E [YijU] /n3 = E [YiUf ]/n 2
w=1
= -M- (D 1 + D 2) /n 2
where
D' = E [Y Ui] = E [(Mi - M) UiUj]
= E [M UzU'] - MV,
k
D 2 = E [YU] = MrE
r=1
[UirUvU~] /2
We also need E
E [Z1']= E [Zij3 Uv] /n 4
i,j,w,v=1l
n
= Z E [ZiiiU]
+ j (E [Zii~~u] + E [ZijiUj] + E [ZijjUi]) /n4
i~j
= (E [ZzijUj] + E [Zij iUj] + E [Zijj U;]) /n2 + o (n- 2)
5
= -M-1  (F, + F, + F) /n2  o (n-2)
1=1
where Fa = E [zifUj] , F' = E [Zi'iUj] Fc = E [Z4jUfl]
We need to write these terms in more open form in order to be able to implement
a monte carlo study:
F, = E [Z jU3] = -E [(Mi - M) M - 1 (Yi + Yi) U]
= -E [(Mi - M) M - 1 (M - M) UUjU]
k
-E (M - M) M-' UirMrUjU;/2
r=1
= - E[MiM1Mi] 
-
M + E [UirMi] M-1Mr/2 V,
r=1
kFf = E [zij] = - [UirMrM - 1 (Y + A-) U•] /2
r=l
k
-EE
r=lL
Uir MrM- l
k
(Mz - M) UJ + UiMsUj/2 U /2
s=1
Mr M 1E [UirMi]
k k
/2 r=l s=VrMr
r=1 s=1
E [YirMrUjU;]/2=
M-1Ms/4} V,
E [Yiir] MrV/2,
Fa = E [Zj U3] =
r=1l
E [Ur (M[ - Mr) Uj U] /2 = E [UirM[] V/2,
r=1
k k
S= E j = VrsMrsV/6,
r=l s=1l
Fl = E [Zljuj] = - E [(Mr - M) M- 1 (31 + Y) UV3
k
= -E [(Mi - M) M- 1 (M - M) UiUj] - E MiM-1 E UjrMrUiUj/2
k
r=1
k
Fb2= E [Z4iu;] = - E [UirM'M-' (y + §) U;]
r=l
S- E MrM -1 (M - M) sM /2 /2
r=1 s=1
MrM-1 E [MjYrUj] /2
r=l
Fb = E [Zi3 U3]
k k
- MrM-1MSVrV./4,
r=1 s=1
5=E [YMjr lUiU; /2,
r=1
k kE [Ur (Mr - Mr)UU]/2 = E [Mr•U] /2,
r=l r=l
Fa = E [Z Uj]
(kr=1
k
r=El
k
E
r=l
Fb= E [Z4 U4 ] =F2 : L/ [zijiV}]
k k k k
P= E [ZUj] = E [UrMrsU] /6 = rrV /6,
r=l s=1 r=1 s=1
Fc = E [Z ijU '] = E [(Mi - M) YjjU ] = E [ME [Yjj] U ],
k k
F, = E [Z4jUi'] = E [UirM TYjjU] /2 = MrE [Yj] V:/2,
r=1 r=1
k
Fc = EE[Y ijMrUjU ] /2,
r=1
k k
F: = E [ZjUi'] = E [Uir (Mi - Mr) UU]2 = E [MJUj] V'/2,
r=1 r=1
k k k k
F [= E Z ] =U ZZ[ MEEMrU1f]/6 = SyMrV'/6
r=l s=1 r=1 s=1
2.8.3 Appendix for Section 2.5
Before deriving explicit expressions for higher order mean and variance of OGEL, we
need to do some preliminary calculations and introduce some additional notation.
In particular, it would be helpful to write M - 1, Us, and V in terms of partitioned
matrices. Applying inverse of a partitioned matrix formula to equation (7) one would
get:
M-'1= E -H
-H' 
-F
where E = (K'Q-1K)-1, H = -EK'Q- 1 and F =-1 - 2-'KEK'Q- 1.
Therefore, Ui can be written as:
Ui = -M-m (0o0)= H -Fpe
-H' -F PiEs Fpiei
Hence, V is in the following block diagonal form:
V=E gH i (o) g, (/30)
F
HF•' HQF' E
F=(H' FF' 0)
)H' F
F
H)
F
(H' F')
(11)
We also have:
E [UAtU] =
0
FV
where Uit (U2,) denotes the tth (vth) element of -Hp~ie (-Fpiei). Now, we can state
implementable expressions for higher order mean and variance of 9GEL*
Higher Order Bias of OGEL
Equation (5) can we written as:
BIAS (OGEL) -M-1 E [MU ] MtE [UU] /2 + ME [o] /2
v=1+tt=1
assuming independence of across observations this reduces to:
BIAS (GEL ) -M-1
S 0(
- -M - 1 [bl + b2] /n
21'
13V
where
bl = E [MiUi],
and where V, denotes (p + v)th column of V
0
F.v
m
b2 = E MV,'/2
v=1
= _
B, +
E [UvU] =
H nEi
F i)--1
Higher Order of Variance of OGEL
Equation (6) and the basic forms of A and B stated in Subsection 2.8.2 will be used to
calculate the variance. Here, we will derive expressions that can easily be calculated
in a monte carlo study and that will be used in calculating A and B.
Calculating A: Equation (10) will be used to calculate A. Here are the expressions
we need:
hA = E [MiVM,] - MVM' = bJ - MVM',
where
J1 = E [M VM ]
k k
A 2 = V7 MrVM'/4
r=1 s=1
pm
VnMtVMu'/4 + z z VtM tVMv'/4 +
t=l v=l
m m
VvtMvVM t'/4 + z z VVM'VVMW'/4
v=1 w=1
where Vt, is the element at the tth row, Ut h column of V, Vt, is the element at tth
row (p + v) t h column of V and V,, is the element at the (p + v)th row and (p + w) th
column of V. Since from equation (11) V is block diagonal:
where
pp mm
62= E • ,MtVM"/4, 6 = FvMvVM'I/4
t=l u=l v=l w=1l
Ab2 = E [UirMi] VMr'/2 = 64 + 65,
r=1
p pP P
t=l u=1l
m p
EEV--1 t=1
where
p m
4 = Z E [UitMi] VMt'/2, 5 = E [Uj,MI] VMV'/2
t=1 v=1
An = E[M Uj U'M]
after some algebra, this can be written as6 :
Al"= ( 36
7 -J8
J9 - 10
611 - 612 - 513 +
where
66 = E [p FFpjxjEj], 7 = E [piHFpixiei], s = E [pip jpFFpief],
69 = E [p F(H'p'xje],
612 = (E [FpjpjEý (Hpj)],
1o = E [pfjFFppjE] ,I
13 = E [pjp'Fý (Hpi) e~],
611 = (E [H'p (Hpi) xj] ,
14 = E [pip1FpjpF'p 3jpjejE]
and
= E [jppxej]
k k
A22 = MrVV. MS'/4 =
r=1 s=1
pm
615= Mz V 'V'MV/4,
t=1 v=1
m
616 =
v=l
2615 + 316,
SMvVw V'wMW'/4
w=1
k
12 = E [MVUM''I] /2 = 17 + 618,
r=1
where
m
518 = Z E [MiVUM'VI] /2
v=1
17 = :
t=l
6In the monte carlo study, we assume p = 1, this helps in calculating expectations that involves
cross products from different time periods. Here, for Al' and FJ the provided expressions are
simplified by assuming p = 1. More general expressions are available upon request.
314)
where
E [MijVtUjMt'] /2,
Formulas in Subsection 2.8.2 implies:
5
B = -M - 1 (D + D2) - M-1 (F + F1 + FE)
1=1
Here, we will provide explicit expressions to calculate B:
D1 = E [MjUzUU] - MV = 619 - MV,
where
619 = E [Mi UiU ]
k
D2 = xM r ME [Ur UU] /2 = 620 + 621,
r=1
p
620 = Z MtE [U tUjU ] /2,
t=1
Fal = E
m
521 =
v=1
MvE [uvUUi'] /2
M-1Mr/2 V
22 = E [MiM-1Mi]
p
623 = E [UitM i ] M- 1Mt /2,
t=1
a MrM-M1E[UirMi](kr=1
m
624 = E
v=1
/2 + E VrSMrM-'1M/4 V
r=1 s=1
noting that V is block diagonal, this can be written as:
= {6•3 + '4 + 25 + 26 V,
where
k
[MM-1Mi] - M + E [UiM]
r=1
where
Calculating B:
=- {22 - M + J23 + J24} V,
[UiMi] M-'Mv/2
pp p
625 = E EtuMtM-1MU/4,
t=1 u=l
m m
626 = Z VE vwMVM- MW/4
v=1 w=1
k
Fa = E [Yiir] MrV/2 =62 + 628,
where
p
627 = E [Yiit] Mt V/2,
t=1
F4 = E [UirMT] V
r=1
where
p
629 = E [UitM] ,
t=1
k k
r=1 s=1
p p
631 = Y EtuMtuV/6,
t=1 u=1
where
m
628 = E [YJ] MVV/2
v=1
/2 = { 629 + 30} V/2,
m
630 = E [UivM v ]
v=1
rs"V/6 = 631 + 632,
m m
632 = EE
v=1 w=1
k
Fb1 = -E [MiM - 1MU UIj] - E [MiM - 1MrU] V./2
r=1
- -633 - 634 - 635,
where
633 = E [Mi M-M1M U, U]
p
634 =E E [MiM-'M tUi] V'/2,
t=1
635 = E [M M - 1MvUj] V.'/2
v=1
Since 633 involves expectations of cross-products, we need to rewrite it in a form that
where
FvwMvw V/6
would make the calculations easier:
-H 0 -xp•
-F ) -p pjp'si 
3
PiEiEPj (H )piiEe p'1 H'F
after a number of steps 533 can be written as:
~( (-69 -6 36 + 6') H'
(-637 + 6'2 + 638 + 613 + 612) H'- J39
(-69 - 636 + ') F
(-637 + 6'2 + 638 + 613 + 12 - 14) F
where
536 = HýF,
638 = (EFS, 639
637 = (H'Hý
= E [pip'FE(Fpief]
and
= E (pjp' (Hpj) e )
k
= - MrM-1E [MjVYrU]
r=1
k k
/2 - Z
r=1 s=1
MrM-lMVV V/4
S- 640 - 641 - 42 - 643 - 544 -645,
where
p
640 =
t=1
MtM-1E [MjYVtU,] /2,
p p
642 = t MtM - 1 MMu tV . /4,
t=1 u=1
m p
644 • MVM-1M tVV'/4,
v=1 t=1
m
641 = MVM-1E [M VUj] /2
v=1
pm
643 = MtM - 1M'vVt V ',/4
t=1 v=1
m m
645 = v -M1 wVV /4
v=1 w=1
0 - iPE
J33 = E -i xpp
-pix, Pip e?
EH
-HI
H)
F
Fb3 = ZE[YjrMrUiU] /2
r=l
= E• [YjtM tUiU'] /2
t=l
m
+ EE [YjMvUUj] /2
v=l
After a number of steps:
= 646 + 647 + 648 + 649 + J50 + 651,
where
646 = ZMt (5253 H ' H6• 2653F' /2,
t=l F6 5 4 53H' F6~2 53F/
m HJ4 J53H' HS54653F
v= Fv J53 H' FJ6'453F
P48 P Z>Z H6MU65 3H' H64M"653F648 = E M  F6tMU6 3H FSMU553 F/4
t=l u=1 F655653HI F65tM653
p m
649=
t=l v=l
m p
650 =
v=l t=l
m m6
651 = EE
v=l w=l1
H6tvMV,6S53HI HH6 MV6s 3FM t  53 /4,
F6MV6s53H ' F6MaV6s53F
H6v(•Mt6 5 3H' H6Mt653F /4
F6v5vM t65 3H' F6vM t 653F
M(H6VWMW6 3 HI HS•vMw F /
M HS 58 53H 58 6"w6 53 F
F6~ M"653H' F65vWM" 653 F
652 = -E (piEi (M- 1)t. M
654 = -E (piei (M-')v Mi),
6 = -E (pi (M-')t. Uivei) ,
i) , 53 = E (Ujp ) ,
55 = -E (Pi (M )t. UiuE) ,
5t = -E (p, (M- )•. Ut•) ,
586 = -E (pi (M - '1 ) • Ui~Ei)
and
4,
Here, (M-)t. and denotes the tth row M - 1, whereas (M-1), denotes the (p + v)th
row of M - 1. Similarly, Ui, denotes the uth element of Ui, whereas Uj, denotes the
(p + w)th element of Ui.
k
Fb = 5E [Mj v•UI] /2 = 69 + 660,
r=1
p
659 = E [MVtUI] /2,
t=1
k k
F5b ZZMrsV rV
r=1 s=1
pm
661 M tvVty./6,
t=1 v=1
mm
663 E
v=1 w=1
k
Fc = Mr E [Yjj]
r=l
p
664 = l
t=1
M t E [Yjj] V'/2,
m
660 = 5E [M;vUj] /2
v=1
m p
662= M tvVvY'/6,
v=1 t=1
uy.vwVIy/6
VY'/2 = 664 + 665,
m
665 = MVE [Y~j] Y'/2
v=1
k
Fc= E [YrM'UjUU] /2
r=1
After some algebra, it can be shown that F3 can be written as:
= 666 + J67 + 568 + 669 + 670 + 671,
where
where
where
where
P HI 6'tlH' H6l F
666 = EM t H653252 H 53F /2,
t=l F6 65H' FJ53 6,t'F
S' J F' H65352F
667 = E M  53 H/2,
v=1 F65365H' F65364F
8 Mt (H6 3Mu655'H' H653MU65IF'F668 = Mt  /4
t=l u=l \F6•3M6'H' F6 3M 5 /s F ,
p m ' 3vM6tv'H'
669 = EZM t HJ53Mv6/Hi
t=l v= F6"53M•5,'H'
m p H6'Mt65v7H'
670 = EEMMV ( 53M6H'
v=l t=l F653 Mt657'H
H6, Mv6 tvlF
653M 56t Fi /4,
F653M6 56F
H653Mt65v7FF /4,
671 = M (H653M "58 H' H653M658'F
v-=l w= F6\53M w JvwH" F653M ) 8 IF
E [MU,] V'./2 = 672 + 673,
672 = E [MjtUj] V'/2,
t=l
k k
F= EE MVV
r=l s=l
673 = E [MjvUj] V,/2
v=1
,/6= 674+ 675 + 676
p m
674 tv=
t=1 v=1
m p
675 = MtvVtV'/6,
v=l t=l
mm
676 =
v=l w=1
M t" V V,/6v. v.J
/4,
where
where
k
F4=l r=
r=l
2.8.4 Simulation Results
Table 2.1: CUE Estimators: Small Sample, Weak Endogeneity and
Homoskedasticity
N = 200, K = 10, Cov = 0.1
MedEstimator Be Med. AD Dec. Rge Std Dev.Bias
CUEalu
CUEop
0.003
0.005
0.201
0.175
0.7981
0.658
0.8189
0.5438
Table 2.2: CUE Estimators: Small Sample, Weak Endogeneity and
Heteroskedasticity
N = 200, 1 = 10, Cov = 0.1
Med
Estimator Be Med. AD Dec. Rge Std Dev.Bias
CUEa1 l
CUEop
-0.007
0.013
0.233
0.211
0.9121
0.8201
0.7644
0.6922
Table 2.3: CUE Estimators:
Homoskedasticity
Small Sample, Medium Endogeneity and
200, K = 10, Cov = 0.5
Med.Estimator Med. Med. AD Dec. Rge Std Dev.Bias
CUEaii
CUE,
0.001
0.035
0.169
0.171
0.678
0.638
0.3579
0.3458
Table 2.4: CUE Estimators:
Heteroskedasticity
Small Sample, Medium Endogeneity and
200, K = 10, Cov = 0.5
Med.Estimator Med. Med. AD Dec. Rge Std Dev.Bias
CUEaul
CUE,
0.007
0.043
0.183
0.179
0.7961
0.744
0.7738
0.7549
Table 2.5: CUE Estimators:
Homoskedasticity
Small Sample, Strong Endogeneity and
N = 200, K = 10, Cov = 0.9
Med.Estimator Med. Med. AD Dec. Rge Std Dev.Bias
CUEa I
CUEo
-0.005
0.015
0.159
0.155
0.706
0.68
0.4799
0.3809
N =
N =
Table 2.6: CUE Estimators:
Heteroskedasticity
Small Sample, Strong Endogeneity and
N = 200, K = 10, Cov = 0.9
Med.Estimator Med. Med. AD Dec. Rge Std Dev.Bias
CUEaul
CUEop
-0.001
0.027
0.189
0.181
0.716
0.688
0.6268
0.6117
Table 2.7: CUE Estimators:
Homoskedasticity
Large Sample, Weak Endogeneity and
N = 1000, / = 20, Cov = 0.1
MedEstimator Bi Med. AD Dec. Rge Std Dev.Bias
CUEaui
CUEop
-0.007
-0.003
0.073
0.067
0.3
0.286
0.1145
0.1095
Table 2.8: CUE Estimators:
Heteroskedasticity
Large Sample, Weak Endogeneity and
N = 1000, K = 20, Cov = 0.1
Med.Estimator Med. Med. AD Dec. Rge Std Dev.Bias
CUEaul
CUEop
-0.021
-0.011
0.083
0.081
0.334
0.314
0.1252
0.118
Table 2.9: CUE Estimators: Large Sample, Medium Endogeneity and
Homoskedasticity
N = 1000, K = 20, Cov = 0.5
MedEstimator Bi Med. AD Dec. Rge Std Dev.Bias
CUEaii
CUEo
0.005
0.013
0.063
0.065
0.252
0.234
0.1017
0.0982
Table 2.10: CUE Estimators: Large Sample, Medium Endogeneity and
Heteroskedasticity
N = 1000, K = 20, Cov = 0.1
Med
Estimator Bi Med. AD Dec. Rge Std Dev.Bias
CUEalu
CUEop
-0.007
0.003
0.089
0.089
0.312
0.29
0.1254
0.1232
Table 2.11: CUE Estimators: Large Sample, Strong Endogeneity and
Homoskedasticity
N = 1000, K = 20, Cov = 0.9
MedEstimator Bia Med. AD Dec. Rge Std Dev.Bias
CUEaii
CUEop
-0.003
0.005
0.071
0.067
0.272
0.264
0.107
0.1046
Table 2.12: CUE Estimators: Large Sample, Strong Endogeneity and
Heteroskedasticity
N = 1000, K = 20, Cov = 0.9
Med.Estimator Med. Med. AD Dec. Rge Std Dev.Bias
CUEaui
CUEo
-0.013
-0.005
0.077
0.077
0.304
0.294
0.1202
0.1175
Table 2.13: Instrument Selection Based on MSE
Simulation Parameters Mode 1Q Med. 3Q
N = 200, K = 10, Cov = 0.1,
homoskedasticity
N = 200, K = 10, Cov = 0.1,
heteroskedasticity
N = 200, K = 10, Cov = 0.5,
homoskedasticity
N = 200, K = 10, Cov = 0.5,
heteroskedasticity
N = 200, K = 10, Cov = 0.9,
homoskedasticity
N = 200, K = 10, Cov = 0.9,
heteroskedasticity
N = 1000, K = 20, Cov = 0.1,
homoskedasticity
N = 1000, K = 20, Cov = 0.1,
heteroskedasticity
N = 1000, K = 20, Cov = 0.5,
homoskedasticity
N = 1000, K = 20, Cov = 0.5,
heteroskedasticity
N = 1000, K = 20, Cov = 0.9,
homoskedasticity
N = 1000, K = 20, Cov = 0.9,
heteroskedasticity
10 5 8 9
10 5 8 10
10 6 8 10
10 5 8 10
10 6 8 10
10 6 8 10
20 10 15 18
20 10 15 19
20 11 16 19
20 10 16 19
20 15 17 20
20 13 17 19
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Chapter 3
Inference on Sets in Financel
In this paper we introduce various set inference problems as they appear in finance
and propose practical and powerful inferential tools. Our tools will be applicable to
any problem where the set of interest solves a system of smooth estimable inequalities,
though we will particularly focus on the following two problems: the admissible mean-
variance sets of stochastic discount factors and the admissible mean-variance sets of
asset portfolios. We propose to make inference on such sets using weighted likelihood-
ratio and Wald type statistics, building upon and substantially enriching the available
methods for inference on sets.
3.1 Introduction
Let us now introduce the first problem. We begin by recalling two equations used by
Cochrane [2005] to effectively summarize the science of asset pricing:
Pt = Et[Mt+1Xt+1]
Mt+1 = f(Zt+l, parameters),
where Pt is an asset price, Xt+l is the asset payoff, Mt+1 is the stochastic discount
factor (SDF) or pricing kernel (PK), which is a function f of some data Zt+l and
'This Chapter is the product of joint work with Victor Chernozhukov and Konrad Menzel.
parameters, and Et is the conditional expectation given information at time t. The
set of SDFs Mt that can price existing assets generally form a proper set, that is, a
set that is not a singleton. SDFs are not unique, because the existing payoffs to assets
do not span the entire universe of possible random payoffs. Dynamic asset pricing
models provide families of potential SDFs, for example, the standard consumption
model predicts that an appropriate SDF can be stated in terms of inter temporal
marginal rate of substitution:
u'(Cti)
u'(Ct>)
where u denotes a utility function parameterized by some parameters, Ct denotes
consumption at time t, and 3 denotes the subjective discount factor.
The basic econometric problem is to check which families of SDFs price the assets
correctly and which do not. In other words, we want to check whether given families
or sub families of SDFs are valid or not. One leading approach for performing the
check is to see whether mean and standard deviation of SDFs
{ILM, UM}
are admissible. The set of admissible means and standard deviations
00 := { admissible pairs (p, o.2) E R2 n K},
which is introduced by Hansen and Jagannathan [1991] is known as the Hansen-
Jagannathan set and the boundary of the set 0o is known as the Hansen-Jagannathan
bound. In order to give a very specific, canonical example, let v and E denote the
vector of mean returns and covariance matrix to assets 1, ... , N which are assumed
not to vary with information sets at each period t. Let us denote
A = v'E-lv, B = v'E-11 N, C = 1'NE-1lN (3.1)
where 1 N is a column vector of ones. Then the minimum variance a2 (p) achievable
by a SDF given mean / of the SDF is equal to
a2 (•p) = (1 - puv)' E- 1 (1 - pv) = A I 2 - 2Bty + C
Therefore, the HJ set is equal to
Oo = {(M, a) E 2 n K : I() - a < 0},
0 m(0)
where K is any compact set. That is,
9o = {o E 1 : m(0) < 0}.
Note that the inequality-generating function m(O) depends on the unknown parame-
ters, the means and covariance of returns, m(O) = m(9, 7) and 7 = vec (v, E).
Let us now describe the second problem. The classical Markowitz [1952] problem
is to minimize the risk of a portfolio given some attainable level of return:
min Et[rp,t+l - Et[r,,t+1]]2 such that Et[rp,t+l] = I,
where rp,t+l is portfolio return, determined as rp,t+l = wrt+1, where w is a vector of
portfolio "weights" and rt+l is a vector of returns on available assets. In a canonical
version of the problem, we have that the vector of mean returns v and covariance of
returns E do not vary with time period t, so that the problem becomes:
a(lp) = min w'Ew such that w'v = p.
An explicit solution for a(p) takes the form,
2a = CA2 - 2BIL + A
AC- B 2
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where A,B and C are as in equation 3.1.
Therefore, the Markowitz (M) set of admissible standard deviations and means is
given by
o = {(, a) R n K: () - a < 0},
0 e m(0)
that is,
eo = {o c : em(9) < 0}.
The boundary of the set O 0 is known as the efficient frontier. Note that as in HJ ex-
ample, the inequality-generating function m(O) depends on the unknown parameters,
the means and covariance of returns, m(O) = m(O, 7), where 7 = vec (v, E).
The basic problem of this paper is to develop inference methods on HJ and M
sets, accounting for uncertainty in the estimation of parameters of the inequality-
generating functions. The problem is to construct a confidence region R such that
lim P{ eo C R} = 1 - a.
n--+oo
We will construct confidence regions for HJ sets using LR and Wald-type Statistics,
building on and simultaneously enriching the approaches suggested in Chernozhukov
et al. [2007], Beresteanu and Molinari [2008], and Molchanov [1998]. We also would
like to ensure that confidence regions R are as small as possible and converge to 60
at the most rapid attainable speed. We need the confidence region R for entire set
O0 in order to test validity of sets of SDFs. Once R is constructed, we can test
infinite number of composite hypotheses, current and future, without compromising
the significance level. Indeed, a typical application of HJ sets determines which sets
of (p, u)'s within a given family fall in the HJ set and which do not. Similar comments
about applicability of our approach go through for the M sets as well.
Our approach to inference using weighted Wald-type statistics complements and
enriches the approach based on the directed Hausdorff distance suggested in Beresteanu
and Molinari [2008] and Molchanov [1998]. By using weighting in the construction of
the Wald-type statistics, we endow this approach with better invariance properties
to parameter transformations, which results in noticeably sharper confidence sets, at
least in the canonical empirical example that we will show. Thus, our construction
is of independent interest for this type of inference, and is a useful complement to
the work of Beresteanu and Molinari [2008] and Molchanov [1998]. Furthermore, our
results on formal validity of the bootstrap for LR-type and W-type statistics are also
of independent interest.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present our estimation
and inference results. In Section 3 we present an empirical example, illustrating the
constructions of confidence sets for HJ sets. In Section 4 we draw conclusions and
provide direction for further research. In the Appendix, we collect the proofs of the
main results.
3.2 Estimation and Inference Results
3.2.1 Basic Constructions
The proofs of the provided results in this section can be found in Subsection 3.5.2.
We first introduce our basic framework. We have an inequality-generating function:
m: EH-R.
The set of interest is the solution of the inequalities generated by the function m(O)
over a compact parameter space e:
Eo = {9 e E : m(9) < 0}.
A natural estimator of 60 is its empirical analog
0o = {• e E : ih(e) < 0},
where ih(0) is the estimate of the inequality-generating function. For example, in HJ
and M examples, the estimate takes the form
7^(0) = m(0, *), ·- = vec (~, ).
Our proposals for confidence regions are based on (1) LR-type statistic and (2)
Wald-type statistic. The LR-based confidence region is
RLR = {9 ee: [vq7(0)/s(0)]2 < k(1l (3.2)
where s(0) is the weighting function; ideally, the standard error of rmi(0); and k(1 -a)
is a suitable estimate of
k(1 - a) = (1 - a) - quantile of 4n,
where
4n = sup [V (0)/s(0)] (3.3)
is the LR-type statistic, as in Chernozhukov et al. [2007].
Our Wald-based confidence region is
Rw = {0 E O : [ d(, o0 )/W(0)]2 < k(1 - a)}, (3.4)
where w(9) is the weighting function, particular forms of which we will suggest later;
and k is a suitable estimate of
k(1 - a) = (1 - a) - quantile of Wn,
where WV is the weighted W-statistic
Wn = sup [ \/d(0, O0)/w(9)] 2
OGEo
(3.5)
Recall that quantity d(0, 60) is the distance of a point 0 to a set E0, that is,
d(0, Eo) := inf 110 - 0'11.
O'eko
In the special case, where the weight function is flat, namely w(0) = w for all 0,
the W-statistic W, becomes the canonical directed Hausdorff distance (Molchanov
[1998], Beresteanu and Molinari [2008]):
JW oc d(Oo, )o) = sup inf 110 - 0' 1.
OE0o O'E80
The weighted statistic (3.5) is generally not a distance, but we argue that it provides
a very useful extension of the canonical directed Hausdorff distance. In fact, in our
empirical example precision weighting dramatically improves the confidence regions.
3.2.2 A Basic Limit Theorem for LR and W statistics
In this subsection, we develop a basic result on the limit laws of the LR and W
statistics. We will develop this result under the following general regularity conditions:
R.1 The estimates 0 F-, M(9) of the inequality-generating function 0 F-, m(O) are
asymptotically Gaussian, namely, we have that in the metric space of bounded
functions oc (0)
-(M(O) - m(O)) =d G(O) + op(1),
where G(O) is a Gaussian process with zero mean and a non-degenerate covari-
ance function.
R.2 Functions 0 -4 ?i(0) and 90 - m(O) admit continuous gradients Voi'(0) and
Vem(O) over the domain E, with probability one, where the former is a uni-
formly consistent estimate of the latter, namely uniformly in 0 E E
Vo0(9) = Vom(O) + Op(l).
Moreover, the norm of the gradient IIVom() l is bounded away from zero.
R.3 Weighting functions satisfy uniformly in 0 E E
s(0) = o(e) + op(1), w(0) = w(0) + o (1),
where a(.) > 0 and w(.) > 0 are continuous functions bounded away from zero.
In Condition R.1, we require the estimates of the inequality-generating functions
to satisfy a uniform central limit theorem. There are plenty of sufficient conditions
for this to hold provided by the theory of empirical processes. In our example, this
condition will follow from asymptotic normality of the estimates of the mean re-
turns and covariance of returns. In Condition R.2, we require that gradient of the
estimate of the inequality-generating function is consistent for the gradient of the
inequality-generating function. Moreover, we require that the minimal eigenvalue of
Vem(O)Vom(O)' is bounded away from zero, which is an identification condition that
allows us to estimate, at a usual speed, the boundary of the set e 0, which we define
as
OE0 := {0 e : m(0) = 0}.
In Condition R.3, we require that the estimates of the weight functions are consistent
for the weight functions, which are well-behaved.
Under these conditions we can state the following general result.
THEOREM 1 (Limit Laws of LR and W Statistics). Under R.1-R.3
4, =d L+Op(1), £ = up G( (3.6)
e0aeo La(0) +
Wn =d W +ojp(1), W = sup [ G(O), (3.7)
o6eo IIVom(O)ll -Uw(0) +
where both W and L have distribution functions that are continuous at their (1 - a)-
quantiles for a < 1/2. The two statistics are asymptotically equivalent under the foll
owing condition:
Wn d Cn + Op(1) if w(0) =- IVm(O)II for each 0 E O.or (0
We see from this theorem that the LR and W statistics converge in law to well-
behaved random variables that are continuous transfor mations of the limit Gaussian
process G(0). Moreover, we see that under an appropriate choice of the weighting
functions, t he two statistics are asymptotically equivalent.
For our application to HJ and M sets, the following conditions will be sufficient
C. 1 Estimator of the true parameter value -yo characterizing the inequality generating
function m(9) = m(9, yo), where yo denotes the true parameter value, is such
that V/n(;y - 7o) -d Q1/ 2Z, Z = N(O, Id).
C.2 Gradients Vom(O, 7) and V,m(O, y) are continuous over the compact parameter
space (0, -y) E E x F, where F is some set that includes an open neighborhood of
yo. Moreover, the minimal eigenvalue of Vem(O, -y)Vom(O, y)' is bounded away
from zero over (0, 7) E E x F.
It is straightforward to verify that these conditions hold for the canonical versions
of the HJ and M problems.
Under these conditions we immediately conclude that the following approximation
is true uniformly in 0, that is, in the met ric space of bounded functions £~"():
/(fn(0) - m(9)) = Vom(0, /)'"(/ - yo  + op(1) (3.8)
= dV7 m(, yo)•1/2"Z + o,(1), (3.9)
where Vm(O, ,) denotes the gradient with each of its rows evaluated at a value 7 on
the line connecting 7 and 70, where value I may vary from row to row of the matrix.
Therefore, the limit process in HJ and M examples takes the form:
G(O) = Vm(9, _yo)'21/ 2Z. (3.10)
This will lead us to conclude formally below that conclusions of Theorem 1 hold with
L = sup Z[Vm( 1 (3.11)06evo L ( z) +
W = sup= 0 Vm(0, )'01/2sup) Z (3.12)
seaeo [II Vem(OY)|1 -w( W0) +
A good strategy for choosing the weighting function for LR and W is to choose
the studentizing Anderson-Darling weights
a(9) = IIVm(0, yo)'Q1 /211, (3.13)
SIIV,m(0, 7o)'1/2lw(0) = V) 11  (3.14)IIVem(0, o)II
The natural estimates of these weighting functions are given by the following plug-in
estimators:
s(0) := IIVm(e, Q)'Q1 /2I|, (3.15)
| IIVm(0, 9)'/1/2I
w(0) (3.16)IIoem(9, 7 7)1
We formalize the preceding discussion as the following corollary.
COROLLARY 1(Limit Laws of LR and W statistics in HJ and M problems).
Suppose that Conditions C.1-C.2 hold. Then conditions R.1 and R.2 hold with the
limit Gaussian process stated in equation (3.10). Furthermore, the plug-in estimates
of the weighting functions (3.15) and (3.16) are uniformly consistent for the weighting
functions (3.13) and (3.14), so that Condition R.3 holds. Therefore, conclusions of
Theorem 1 hold with the limit laws for our statistics given by the laws of random
variables stated in equations (3.11) and (3.12).
3.2.3 Basic Validity of the Confidence Regions
In this section we shall suppose that we have suitable estimates of the quantiles of
LR and W statistics and will verify basic validity of our confidence regions. In the
next section we will provide a construction of such suitable estimates by the means
of bootstrap and simulation.
Our result is as follows.
THEOREM 2 (Basic Inferential Validity of Confidence Regions). Suppose that for
a < 1/2 we have consistent estimates of quantiles of limit statistics W and £, namely,
(3.17)
where k(1 - a) is (1 - a)-quantile of either W or L. Then as the sample size n grows
to infinity, confidence regions RLR and Rw cover eo with probability approaching
1 - a:
Prp[eo 9 RLR]
Prp[eo C Rw]
= Prp[, < k (1- a)] --+ Prp[L <• k(1 - a)] = (1 - a)(3.18)
= PrP[Wn k(1- -)] -+ Prp[W < k(1- a)] =(1- aX3.19)
The result further applies to HJ and M problems.
COROLLARY 2(Limit Laws of LR and W statistics in HJ and M problems).
Suppose that Conditions C.1-C.2 hold and that consistent estimates of quantiles of
statistics (3.11) and (3.12) are available. Then conclusions of Theorem 2 apply.
k(1 - a) = k(l - a) + op(1),
3.2.4 Estimation of Quantiles of LR and W Statistics by
Bootstrap and Other Methods
In this section we show how to estimate quantiles of LR and W statistics using boot-
strap, simulation, and other re sampling schemes under general conditions. The basic
idea is as follows: First, let us take any procedure that consistently estimates the
law of our basic Gaussian process G or a weighted version of this process appearing
in the limit expressions. Second, then we can show with some work that we can get
consistent estimates of the laws of LR and W statistics, and thus also obtain con-
sistent estimates of their quantiles. It is well-known that there are many procedures
for accomplishing the first step, including such common schemes as the bootstrap,
simulation, and sub sampling, including both cross-section and time series versions.
In what follows, we will ease the notation by writing our limit statistics as a special
case of the following statistic:
S = sup [V(O)]+, V(0) = T7()G(O). (3.20)
OEO0o
Thus, S = L for T7() = 1/s(0) and S = W for 7(0) = 1/[llVem(0)ll -w(0)]. We
take 7 to be a continuous function bounded away from zero on the parameter space.
We also need to introduce the following notations and concepts. Our process V is a
random element that takes values in the metric space of continuous functions C(O)
equipped with the uniform metric. The underlying measure space is (Q, F) and we
denote the law of V under the probability measure P by the symbol Qv.
Suppose we have an estimate Qv* of the law Qv of the Gaussian process V.
This estimate Qv* is a probability measure generated as follows. Let us fix another
measure space (', F',) and a probability measure P* on this space, then given a
random element V* on this space taking values in C(E), we denote its law under
P* by Qv*. We thus identify the probability measure P* with a data-generating
process by which we generate draws or realizations of V*. This identification allows
us to encompass such methods of producing realizations of V* as the bootstrap,
sub sampling, or other simulation methods. We require that the estimate Qv* is
consistent for Qv in any metric PK metrizing weak convergence, where we can take
the metric to be the Kantarovich-Rubinstein metric. Let us mention right away that
there are many results that verify this basic consistency condition for various rich
forms of processes V and various bootstrap, simulation, and sub sampling schemes
for estimating the laws of these processes, as we will discuss in more detail below.
In order to recall the definition of the Kantarovich-Rubinstein metric, let 0 F v(8)
be an element of a metric space (M, d), and Lip(M) be a class of Lipschitz functions
p : M --, R that satisfy:
Ip(v) - p(v')l • d(v, v') A 1, I((v)l • 1,
The Kantarovich-Rubinstein distance between probability laws Q and Q' is
PK(Q, Q'; M) := sup IEQVp - EQ I.
cpELip(M)
As stated earlier, we require that the estimate Qv. is consistent for Qv in the metric
PK, that is
PK(QV*, Qv; C(E)) = op(l). (3.21)
Let Qs denote the probability law of S = W or £, which is in turn induced by
the law Qv of the Gaussian process V. We need to define the estimate Qs. of this
law. First, we define the following plug-in estimate of the boundary set aE0 , which
we need to state here:
0Eo = {0 E E : i•i(0) = 0}. (3.22)
This estimate turns out to be consistent at the usual root-n rate, by the argument
like the one given in Chernozhukov et al. [2007]. Then define Qs* as the law of the
following random variable
S* = sup [V*(9)]+ (3.23)
OEaeo
In this definition, we hold the hatted quantities fixed, and the only random element
is V* that is drawn according to the law Qv*.
We will show that the estimated law Qs. is consistent for Qs in the sense that
PK (QS*, Qs;R) = Op(1). (3.24)
Consistency in the Kantarovich-Rubinstein metric in turn implies consistency of the
estimates of the distribution function at continuity points, which in turn implies
consistency of the estimates of the quantile function.
Equipped with the notations introduced above we can now state our result.
THEOREM 3 (Consistent Estimation of Quantiles) Suppose Conditions R.1-R.3
hold, and any mechanism, such as bootstrap or other method, is available, which pro-
vides a consistent estimate of the law of our limit Gaussian processes V , namely
equation (3.21) holds. Then, the estimates of the laws of the limit statistics S = W
or £ defined above are consistent in the sense of equation (3.24). As a consequence,
we have that the estimates of the quantiles are consistent in the sense of equation
(3.17).
We now specialize this result to the HJ and M problems. We begin by recalling
that our estimator satisfies
-( -- ) =d 16/2Z + op(1).
Then our limit statistics take the form:
S = sup [V(0)]2, V(o) = t(O)'Z,
OEaeo
where t(O) is a vector valued weight function, in particular, for S = L we have t(O) =
(VYm(0, y)' 1•/ 2)/ou(O) and for S = W we have t(O) = (Vm(0, y)'Q1/ 2)/(11Vom(O, y)ll
w(O)). Here we shall assume that we have a consistent estimate Qz* of the law Qz
of Z, in the sense that,
PK(QZ*, Qz) = op(1). (3.25)
There are many methods that provide such consistent estimates of the laws. otstrap is
known to be valid for various estimation methods (van der Vaart and Wellner [1996]);
simulation method that simply draws Z -,, N(O, I) is another valid method; and sub
sampling is another rather general method (Politis and Romano [1994]). Next, the
estimate Qv* of the law Qv. is then defined as:
V*(e) = F(0)Z*, (3.26)
where ý(0) is a vector valued weighting function that is uniformly consistent for the
weighting function t(9). In this definition we hold the hatted quantity fixed, and the
only random element is Z* that is drawn according to the law Qz*. Then, we define
the random variable
= sup *()]
and use its law Qs* to estimate the law Qs.
We can now state the following corollary.
COROLLARY 3 (Consistent Estimation of Quantiles in HJ and M problems) Sup-
pose Conditions C. 1-C.2 hold, and any mechanism, such as bootstrap or other method,
that provides a consistent estimate of the law of Z is available, namely equation (3.25)
holds. Then, this provides us with a consistent estimate of the law of our limit Gaus-
sian process G, namely equation (3.21) holds. Then, all of the conclusions of Theorem
3 hold.
3.3 Empirical Example
As an empirical example we use HJ bounds which are widely used in testing asset
pricing models. In order to keep results comparable, the sample used in this section is
very similar to data used in Hansen and Jagannathan [1991]. The two asset series used
are annual treasury bond returns and annual NYSE value-weighted dividend included
returns. These nominal returns are converted to real returns by using implicit price
deflator based on personal consumption expenditures as in Hansen and Jagannathan
[1991]. Asset returns are from CRSP, and the implicit price deflator is available from
St. Louis Fed and based on National Income and Product Accounts of United States.
We use data for the time period 1959-2006 (inclusive).
Figures can be found in Subsection 3.5.1. Figure 3-1 simply traces out the mean-
standard deviation pairs which satisfy
m (0j, ) = 0
where ' is estimated using sample moments.
Figure 3-2 represents the uncertainty caused by the estimation of y. To estimate
the distribution of ^ bootstrap method is used. Observations are drawn with replace-
ment from the bivariate time series of stock and bond returns. 100 bootstraps result
in 100 5. The resulting HJ bounds are included in the figure.
In Figure 3-3 in addition to the bootstrapped curves 90% confidence region based
on LR statistic is presented. LR based confidence region covers most of the bootstrap
draws below the HJ bounds as expected. An attractive outcome of using this method
is that the resulting region does not include any unnecessary areas that is not covered
by bootstrap draws.
Figure 3-4 plots 90% confidence region based on unweighted LR statistic. Com-
parison of Figure 3-3 and Figure 3-4 reveals that precision weighting plays a very
important role in delivering good confidence sets. Without precision weighting LR
statistic delivers a confidence region that includes unlikely regions in the parameter
space where standard deviation of the discount factor is zero. On the other hand pre-
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cision weighted LR based confidence region is invariant to parameter transformations,
for example, changes in units of measurement. This invariance to parameter transfor-
mations is the key property of a statistic to deliver desirable confidence regions that
does not cover unnecessary areas.
Figure 3-5 plots confidence region based on Wald-based statistic with no precision
weighting. This is identical to the confidence region based on Hausdorff distance.
Similar to Figure 3-4 this region covers a large area of the parameter space where no
bootstrap draws appear. This picture reveals a key weakness of using an unweighted
Wald-based statistic or Hausdorff distance to construct confidence regions. These
methods are not invariant to parameter transformations which results in confidence
regions with undesirable qualities that cover unnecessary areas in the parameter space.
The problem in Figure 3-4 and Figure 3-5 are of similar nature. In both of these
cases the statistics underlying the confidence regions are not invariant to parameter
transformations therefore when drawing confidence regions uncertainty in one part of
the plot is assumed to be identical to uncertainty in other parts of the plot. However
a quick look at the Figure 3-2 reveals that uncertainty regarding the location of the
HJ bound varies for a given mean or standard deviation of the stochastic discount
factor.
Figure 3-6 plots the confidence region based on weighted Wald statistic. Weighting
fixes the problem and generates a statistic that is invariant to parameter transforma-
tions. The resulting confidence set looks very similar to weighted LR based confidence
set in Figure 3-3 as it covers most of the bootstrap draws below the HJ bounds and
does not include unnecessary regions in the parameter space.
3.4 Conclusion
In this paper we provided various inferential procedures for inference on sets that
solve a system of inequalities. These procedures are useful for inference on Hansen-
Jagannathan mean-variance sets of admissible stochastic discount factors and Markowitz
mean-variance sets of admissible portfolios.
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3.5 Appendix
3.5.1 Figures
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Figure 3-1: Estimated HJ Bounds
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Figure 3-2: Estimated HJ Bounds and Bootstrap Draws
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Figure 3-3: 90% Confidence Region using LR Statistic
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Figure 3-4: 90% Confidence Region using Unweighted LR Statistic
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Figure 3-5: 90% Confidence Region using Unweighted W Statistic (H-Distance)
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Figure 3-6: 90% Confidence Region using Weighted W Statistic
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3.5.2 Proofs
First, we will prove a simple lemma which will be used to justify the local approxi-
mation for the Wald statistic:
Lemma 1. Suppose R.1 and R.2 hold, and let On be a sequence such that On -* 0* E
06o. Then On = arg minrn(o)=o lon - 0112 satisfies On - 0*.
Proof of Lemma 1. Since by assumption R.2, the gradient of rfi(0) is bounded
away from zero, by the implicit function theorem, the set {0 : mh(0) = 0} is locally
approximated by a plane, and we can define
= arg min
o:rn(o)=o108*-0112 = 0*+Vom(O*)(Vom(O*)Vom(O*))-(O*)-m *))+o1)
By R.1 and R.2, 0n - 0* = op(1) so that by the triangle inequality
1on,-0* 11 l IOn-Onl +lion-0*l|
Slion -00*1 + lio, - Onil
" 210|n - 0*11 + 110* - Onll = Op(1)
since 0 -- 0* and 0n - 0* = o,(1).
Proof of Theorem 1
PART 1. (Limit law of Ln.) Let G, = (/-(i - m). Then
1n = sup [/ri(0O)/s(O)]+0EOo
sup [(G,(0)+ m(0))/s(0)]
=d sup [(G(O) + \/m(O))/Ua() + o,(1)] 2
OEOo
= sup
oEaeo
[(G(0) + v/nm(O))/u(0) + o,(1)] 2
The steps, apart from the last, immediately follow from Conditions R.1 and R.3. The
last step follows from the argument given below. Indeed, take any sequence On E O0
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such that
sup
0Eeo
[(G(O) + AVm(0))/a(0) + o,(1)] = [(G(9n) + vm(On))/a(On) + o,(1)] .
In order for this to occur we need to have that
V/nm(On)/U(On) = O,(1),
which is only possible in view of condition R.2 if, for some stochastically bounded
sequence of positive random variables Cn = Op(1),
v/nd(On, ia 0) < C.n
Therefore we conclude that
sup [(G(O) + Vm(+))/a() + o,(1)]
0680
sup
e•aeo,o+A/\Vreeo, IAIIc _c
[(G(9 + A/v ) + vm(O + A/V ))/a(O + A/A/) + op(1)]
Using stochastic equicontinuity of G and continuity of a, the last quantity is further
approximated by
sup
oEaeo,o+A/ Vieo,llAxll<C
[(G(O) + V/-m(O + A/V/-))/u(O) + o(1)] .
Because vxm(O + A/VI-) < 0 and m(O) = 0 for 0 E e0 o and 0 + A/V-Y E Oo, we
conclude that the last quantity is necessarily equal to supoaeo [G(O)/a(O)]2, yielding
the conclusion we needed.
PART 2. (Limit Law of W,). We will begin by justifying the approximation
holding with probability going to one
sup x/Vd(0, 1o)
8Geo
= sup V/d(O, Eo).
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(3.27)
where
On = {0 E 0o : -d(0, e 0o) < cn}
where C, is some stochastically bounded sequence of positive random variables, C, =
O,(1). Note that right hand side is less than or equal to the left hand side in general,
so we only need to show that the right hand side can not be less. Indeed, let On be
any sequence such that
sup V/hd(O, Oo) = V•d(On, o•).
If ih(0n) < 0, then d(On, eo) = 0, and the claim follows trivially since the right
hand side of (3.27) is non-negative and is less than or equal to the left hand side of
(3.27). If Mi(On) > 0, then d(On, e0) > 0, but for this and for On E e0 to take place
we must have that 0 < mi(0n) = Op(1/ V), which by Condition R.2 implies that
d(On, Oo) = Op(1/ V-).
In the discussion the quantity 0*(0) as follows
0*(0) e arg min 11 - '0112.
The argmin set 0*(0) is a singleton simultaneously for all 0 E On, provided n is
sufficiently large. This follows from condition R.2 imposed on the gradient Vom.
Moreover, by examining the optimality condition we can conclude that we must have
that for 0 E O,
(I - Vom(O)(Vem(o)'Vom(o))- 1Vom(o)')(9 - 0*) = oP(1) (3.28)
The projection of 0 E O onto the set e := {0 E G :h (0) < 0} is given by
0(0) = arg min 11 - o'112
O:n(0')<O
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If '(0) < 0, then 0(0) = 0. If Mh(0) > 0, then 0(0) = 0(0), where
0(0) = arg min 10 - 0'112.
O:r(eO')=o
In what follows we will suppress the indexing by 0 in order to ease the notation,
but it should be understood that we will make all the claims uniformly in 0 E O,.
For each 0, the Lagrangian for this problem is 110 - 0' 12 + 2i(0')'A. Therefore, the
quantity 0(0) can be take to be an interior solution of the saddle-point problem
(0 - 0) + Vo0(0)A = 0
M(0) = 0
The corner solutions do not contribute to the asymptotic behavior of YW,, and thus
can be ignored. A formal justification for this will be presented in future versions of
this work. Using mean-value expansion we obtain
(0 - 0) + Vo0 (0)A = 0
m(0*) + Vem( )(6 - 0*) + M,(0) - m(6) = 0
Since Voi(0) = Vom(O) + Op(1) and Vom(0) = Vom(0) + o,(1) uniformly in 0 E O,
solving for (0 - 0) we obtain
o - 0* = [Vom(O)(Vom(O)'Vom(O)) -1 + op(1)]('(0) - m(0))
+ (I - Vorm(O)(Vom()'Vom(O))-'Vom(O)' + o,(1))(0 - 0*)
Using that vn('i(0) - m(O)) =d G(O) + op(1), we obtain
v( - 0*) =0 Vom(O)(Vom(o)'Vom(o))-xG(0)
+ (I - Vom(0)(Vom(O)'Vom(O))- 1Vom(O)')(0 - 0*)
Furthermore, by 0 E 0n and by the approximate orthogonality condition (3.28) we
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further have that (I - Vom(9)(Vem(9)'Vom(9))-lVom(9)')(9 
- 0*) = op(1), so that
VJ(O - 0*) =d Vom(o)(Vom(O)'Vom(O)) 1-G(O) + o,(1).
We next approximate 1(ri(0) > 0) using that
v/-i(0) = v (•() +Vo•(O)Vm() - )
= Vm(O)'/v(O - 0) + op(1),
= G(0) + o,(1)
for an intermediate value 8, where we used that i'(0) = 0.
Thus, uniformly in 0 E On we have that
/nd(0,, On) = I9 - 9021{ Vm(O)v-(9 - #) > 0 + op(1)}
= Vom(O)'Vom(O))-1/2G(0)I1{G(O) > 0 + o,(1)}
= [IlVom(0) j-lG(O) + Op(1)]+
Therefore, given the initial approximation (3.27) we obtain that
/n =d sup [ lVom(O)ll-'G(o)]+ + op(1).
OE8o)
(3.29)
PART 3. (Continuity of the Limit Distributions). The continuity of the distri-
bution function L on (0, oo) follows from the Davydov et al. [1998] and from the
assumption that the covariance function of G is non-degenerate. Probability that L
is greater than zero is equal to the probability that maxj supoee Gj (0) > 0 which is
greater than the probability that Gj, (') > 0 for some fixed j' and 0', but the latter is
equal to 1/2. Therefore the claim follows. The claim of continuity of the distribution
function of W on (0, oo) follows similarly. LO
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Proof of Corollary 1
This corollary immediately follows from the assumed conditions and from the com-
ments given in the main text preceding the statement of Corollary 1.
Proof of Theorem 2
We have that Prp[eo c RLR] = Prp[,n 5 k(1 - a)] by the construction of the
confidence region. We then have that for any a < 1/2 that k(1 - a) is a continuity
point of the distribution function of £, so that for any sufficiently small e
Prp[,Cn k(1 - a)] _ Prp[•n _ k(1 - a) + E] - Prp[ <_ k(1 - a) + e]
Prp[,5k (1- a)] Prp[L, k(1- a)- -Prp[L k (1- a)- ]
Since we can set c as small as we like and k(1 - a) is a continuity point of the
distribution function of £, we have that
Prp[,[n 5 k(1- a)] --+ Prp[L <_ k(1 - a)] = (1 - a).
We can conclude similarly for the W-statistic W,. E.
Proof of Corollary 2
This corollary immediately follows from the assumed conditions and Corollary 1. O
Proof of Theorem 3
We have that
Ep [ýp(V*)] - Ep [p(V)] = o,(1) uniformly in ýp E Lip(C(E)).
This implies that
Ep. [C([V*]+)] - Ep[p([V]+)] = op(1) uniformly in ý E Lip(C(E)),
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since the composition po o [.]+ E Lip(C(O)) for V E Lip(C(O)). This further implies
that
Ep.[p'(sup[V*]+)] - Ep[p'(sup[V]+)] = op(1) uniformly in p' E Lip(IR),
Rn Rn
since the composition V'(SUPR [.]+) E Lip(C(E)) for W' E Lip(R) and R, denoting
any sequence of closed non-empty subsets in e. We have that 06o converges to 96 0
in the Hausdorff distance, so that
IEpo[('(sup[V]+) - p'(sup[V]+)]|
< E[| sup[V]+ - sup[V]+, A 1] = o,(1) uniformly in Wo' E Lip(R),5--o aeo
since sup-o [V]+ - supoeo [V] = op(1) by stochastic equicontinuity of the process V.
Since metric PK is a proper metric that satisfies the triangle inequality, we have shown
that
PK(QS*, Qs) = op(1).
Next, we note that the convergence PK(QSn, Qs) = o(1), for any sequence of laws
Qs, of a sequence of random variables S, defined on probability space (1', F',i ,)
implies the convergence of the distribution function
PrQs, [Sn 5 s] = PrQs [S < s] + o(1)
at each continuity point (0, oo) of the mapping s H Pr[S < s] and also convergence
of quantile functions
inf{s : PrQsS [Sn • s] > p} = inf{s : PrQs[S < s] > p} + o(1)
at each continuity point p of the mapping s '-4 inf{s : PrQs [S s] > p}. Recall from
Theorem 1 that the set of continuity points necessarily includes the region (0, 1/2).
By the Extended Continuous Mapping Theorem we conclude that since PK(QS*, QS) =
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op(1), for any sequence of laws Qs* of random variable S* defined on probability space
(Q', F ' , P*), we obtain the convergence in probability of the distribution function
PrQs, [S* < s] = PrQs [S < s] + op(1)
at each continuity point (0, oc) of the mapping s ý- Pr[S < s] and also convergence
in probability of the quantile functions
inf{s : PrQe, [S* < s] > p} = inf{s : PrQs [S < s] > p} + op(1)
at each continuity point p of the mapping s -* inf{s : PrQs [S s] > p}.
Proof of Corollary 3
In order to prove this corollary it suffices to show that
PK(QI,z., Qt'z; C(O)) = Op(1).
Without loss of generality we can take sup Iltll < 1 and sup ItIll < 1. The claim will
follow from
PK(QPZ*, Qt'z; C(E)) < PK (QtIz, QZ; C(O)) + PK(QjZ, QjZ; C(O)) = Op(1).
That PK(QiZ*, Q,z; C(O)) = op(1) follows immediately from pK(QZ*, Qz) = oP(1)
and from the mapping (P-'.) E Lip(Rk) (indeed, j9p('z) -c(t'z)I < sup |I'(z-z') Al <
[(sup ltl| sup Ilz - z'll) A 1] _ [sup liz - z'll A 1]. That PK(QIZ, Qtz; C(O)) = Op(1)
follows because uniformly in p G Lip(C(O)
|E[op(?Z)] - ~p(t'Z)I < E[sup j(t - t)'ZI A 1] < E[sup Ili - tI |Z| [ A 1] = Op(1).
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